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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN BERNARDINO 
Pep-raliy kicks off Eighth 
Annual Homecoming 
By Sean Stewart 
Chronicle Staff 
Just before noon last Thursday, if 
you had been in the Student Union courtyard, 
you would have seen both of our basketball 
teams on one stage, a performance by two of 
the Coyote cheerleaders, and the Coyote it­
self. And that's not all! You would have also 
seen a fraternity member impersonating a 
dog, a woman dressed as man impersonating 
a coyote, an entire gathering of your fellow 
students attempting to sing the "Brady Bunch" 
theme, and that same crowd cheer fw a woman 
as she tore around the courtyard popping all 
the balloons she could find. 
These were the highlights of the 8lh 
Annual CSUSB Homecoming Pep-Rally. At 
the event, Luvina Beckley, Head Coach of 
the women's basketball team inuoduced her 
oheit^ hk/ fmail I 
Joe Coyote dances for the audience at the 
Homecoming Pep Raily. 
team which played their final home game of 
the season against Cal State Dominguez Hills 
that evening. She noted that the team, which 
finished second in the nation last season, had 
a "very good chance of making the Bite 
Bght again this year." 
The head coach of the men's bas­
ketball team, Denny Aye, also introduced his 
players and told the crowd he was "proud of 
the ^t that CSUSB is moving onward and 
upward." Commenting on the growing inter­
est in CSUSB basketball, he declared that in 
the future "we're going to fill that 5000 seat 
arena." 
Nancy Simpson, acting Athletic 
Director, offered her thanks to those who 
came out for the rally and asked for support 
in the University's endeavor to "move Cal 
State athletics into the future." 
This was all followed by the "Mr. 
andMrs.CSUSB"Con-
test. Presided over by 
John Livacich of Asso­
ciated Students Produc­
tions, the competition 
involved ten partici­
pants. They each gave a 
statement of why they 
thought they should be 
"Mr. or Mrs. CSUSB." 
They then showcased 
their raw talent in acon-
test that bordered on the 
absurd. 
Winning a T-
shirt, fifty dollars, and 
the title of Mr. CSUSB, 
was Scott Moore, a 
Delta Sig and a math 
major in his Junior year. 
The new Mr. CSUSB 
was Geraline Tuazon, a 
member ofKappaDelta, 
and a Junior studying 
Nursing. 
The rally was put 
together by A.S.I., along 
with Alumni Director, 
Mary Colacurcio. She 
said the event was de­
signed to arouse school 
spirit, and increase in­
terest in the school's ath­
letic program. 
Joe Coyote with CSUSB cheerieaders, Heather McNabb and Liza Ortega 
President Clinton Visits San Bernardino 
Amidst Excitement and Anger 
By Shannon Burns 
Arts and Entertainment Editor 
The President was in town February 14 
for a visit to San Bernardino Valley College. 
He arrived by helicopter amid rain, mud and 
a few thousand anxious and excited people. 
Qinton walked into Snyder Gymnasium 
as two thousand people stood cheering, 
screaming, whistling and applauding. 
The topic of the evening was "Education 
in America." During his twenty-two minute 
speech Clinton listed several things he is 
working toward to imjMove access to educa­
tion: 
1) college loans direct from the govern­
ment with lower interest rates and easier 
payment plans; 
2) tax breaks in what he calls "the Middle 
Class Bill of Rights" which Clinton says 
"rewards the working family. It gives tax 
relief for people raising young children and it 
gives tax relief for the cost of all education 
after high school"; 
3)" A G.I. bill for America's woikers"for 
people who are unemployed or who make 
low wages. This will allow them, if qualified, 
to pay for community college with a voucher 
from the government. 
Clinton also spoke about his national ser­
vice Ameri-Corps program which helps 
young people earn money for college. 
Approximately five thousand people 
waited in line to see Mr. Clinton. They stood 
in the rain and the mud talking excitedly or 
reading their books. 
While waiting in line we asked some 
young ladies from Eisenhower High School 
in Rialto, what they would ask the President 
if they could. They said they would ask "Why 
build more prisons than schools, what are 
you doing about the crime, what are you 
doing about the debt, why are taxes so high?" 
Thirteen students, school faculty and lo­
cal residents got to talk face to face with the 
President in a special "round table" meeting 
held before the speech. 
Of the five thousand or so people in line 
only around two thousand got in. The office 
of Rep. Brown, who invited Clinton to town, 
was rumored to have distributed an excess 
amount of tickets to ensure a "capacity 
crowd". The average wail in line for people 
who did gel in was six to seven hours. 
According to several people it was well 
worth the wail. Other people were not so 
happy though saying that "not only did they 
wait in line for several hours in the rain and 
mud but the doors opened almost two hours 
late on top of that." 
Once inside there was again a wait of 
approximately an hour while the President 
was in the round table meeting. The majority 
of the people who got in felt very hopeful 
about Clinton's views on education. 
A small minority felt that he was only 
campaigning for re-election and wasn't sin­
cere about the problems students face in 
trying to gel a good education. 
President Clinton left for Palm Springs by 
motorcade about 7:30 p.m. 
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Wedni'sduj. Vvhriiarx 21. 
BROWN BAG LUNCH LEC­
TURE SERIES:">V/»j'Am I Cort' 
suiting for the Defense in the O.J. 
Simpson Murder Trial?," wiih Dr. 
Geraldine Stahly. Professor of Psy-
chology, CSUSB-Women s Re­
source & Adult Re-Entry Center. 12 
Noon. 
Dept. of English, CSUSB. Sycamore 
Room, Lower Commons, 12 Noon -
1 p.m. 
WORKSHOP:Certmg/nto Gradu­
ate School with Dr. Bob Cramer. 
Panorama Room, Lower Commons, 
4 p.m. GRE Time-Saver Books and 
sign-ups for a GRE mock test will be 
on sale. Admission Free. 
MULTICULTURAL DIVERSITY 
WINTER SYMPOSIUM: Women 
in Nineteenth Century Spanish Lit­
erature with AldkoTsuchiya,Wash­
ington University (St. Louis, Mis­
souri). Sycamore Room, Lower Com­
mons, 7".30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRATER­
NITY - Business meeting. Tempo­
rary Classroom TC-16,6 p.m. 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S 
SUPPORT G ROUP - Regular meet­
ing. Student Union Multicultural 
Center 5 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
PSI CHI - Guest Speaker Jan Mar­
tin on ^The Nature of Suicidal Be­
havior." Student Union Events Cen­
ter "A," 12 Noon-2 p.m. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA FRATER­
NITY - Regular meeting. Temporary 
Classroom TC - 006, 5:30 p.m. 
CoffeeHouse IX: "Rainy Day." 
Open-mic performance showcase. 
Performers welcome to participate. 
Old Student Union Lounge. 
SOFTBALLtCSUSB v. AZUSA 
PACIFIC. Softball Field, 2 p.m. 
WORKSHOPtDesignirtg a Win­
ning Resume, with Paul Esposito, 
Jr., Coordinator, Placement Services, 
Career Development Center. Career 
Development Center, University Hall, 
Room 324,2:30 p.m. - 4 p.m. Free to 
students and CSUSB Alumni Assn. 
members. 
1994-1995 PSYCHOLOGY DEPT. 
HONORS SEMINA R LECTURE: 
Current Perspectives on Spousal 
Abuse, with Dr. Lenore Walker. 
Student Union Events Center, 7 p.m. 
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 
GROUP • Regular meeting. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En-
try Center, 11 a.m. - 12 Noon. 
I  MEN'S EMPOW­
ERMENT GROUP - Regular meet­
ing. Women's Resource & Adult Re-
Entry Center, 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S 
SUPPORTGROUP-Regular meet­
ing. Student Union Multicultural 
Center 5 p.na. - 6 p.m. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR 
CHRIST - Regular meeting. Euca­
lyptus Room, Lower Commons, 6:15 
p.m. Free speech & free coffee. 
DELTA SIGMA PHI FRATER­
NITY - Weekly chapter meeting. 
Eucalyptus Room, LowerCommons, 
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE -
Provided by volunteers fromCSUSB 
Accounting Assn. Bring W-2 forms, 
last year's returns and IRS forms 
mailed to you. Jack Brown Hall, Room 
141,3 p.m.-6 p.m. Free. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. - Regular meeting. Univer­
sity Hall, Room 249,4 p.m. 
Frida\.MarJi-* 
GAY, LESBUN & BISEXUAL 
UNION - Regular meeting. Pine 
Room, Lower Commons, 6 p.m. 
SOFTBALLiCSUSB CCAA 
TOURNAMENT. Softball Held, All 
Day. 
; p.m. 
K 
Tuesday, Ft!)niary 28 
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 
GROUP - Regular meeting. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En­
try Center, 11 a.m - 12 Noon. 
HISPANIC WOMEN'S EMPOW­
ERMENT GROUP • Regular meet­
ing. Women's Resource & Adult Re-
Entry Center, 2 p.m. - 3 p.m. 
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE -
Provided by volunteers fromCSUSB 
Accounting Assn. Bring W-2 forms, 
last year's returns and IRS forms 
mailed to you. Jack Brown Hall, 
Room 141,3 p.m. - 6 p.m Free. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. - Regular meeting. Univer­
sity Hall, Room 249,4 p.m. 
BASEBALL:CSUSB v. CSU 
DOMINGUEZ HILLS. Fiscalini 
Field, 2:30 p.m. 
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 
GROUP - Regular meeting. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En­
try Center, 11 a.m. - 12 noon. 
SOFTBALL:CSUSB v. SOUTH­
ERN CAL. COLLEGE. Softball 
Held, 2 p.m. 
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
UNION - Regular meeting. Pine 
Room, Lower Commons, 6 p.m. 
Saturday,Febmarv 
BASEBALL: CSUSB v. 
MASTER'S COLLEGE. Fiscalini 
Held, 1 p.m. 
NON-TRADITIONAL STU­
DENTS' PROJECT- Regularmeel-
ing. Women's Resource Adult Re-
Entry Center. Two meetings: 2 p.m. 
-3 p.m., 6 p.m.-7 p.m. 
FRENCHTABLE CLUB-Regular 
meeting. Pine Room, Lower Com-
n»ns, 12 Noon. 
MUSIC LECTURE RECITAL 
with the CSUSB WIND EN­
SEMBLE, Luis Gonzales, conduc­
tor. Creative Arts Recital Hall, 8; 15 
p.m. Admission: $3 Students, staff, 
& seniors, $5 General. 
W 
Satunl.i).\!.irch 4 . 
BASEBALL (DOUBLE HEADER) 
:CSUSB v. CSU DOMINGUEZ 
HILLS. Fiscalini Field, 12 Noon. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. - Regular meeting. Univer­
sity Hall, Room 249. 
FUTURE TEACHERS CLUB -
Regular meeting. Sycamore Room. 
Lower Commons, 6 p.m. 
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 
GROUP Regular meeting. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En­
try Center, 11 a.m. - 12 noon. 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB - Regular 
meeting. Pine Room, Lower Com­
mons, 6 p.m. 
LECTURE: Career Options with 
Dennis Smith, President, The Smith 
Group. Career Development Center, 
University Hall, Room324,10a.m.-
11 a.m. Free to students and CSUSB 
Alumni Assn. members. 
SOFTBALLtCSUSB CCAA 
TOURNAMENT. Softball Held, All 
Day. 
Sunday, Muiih 5 
ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY -
Regular meeting. Eucalyptus Room, 
Lower Commons, 7 p.m. 
Thursda\. March 2 
FRENCH TABLE CLUB - Regu­
lar meeting. Pine Room LowerCom­
mons, 12 Noon. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. - Regular meeting. Univer­
sity Hall, Room 249 
CONCERTtSATURDAY CON­
SERVATORY RECITAL - Cre­
ative Arts Recital Hall, 3 p.m Free. 
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 
GROUP - Regular meeting. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En­
try Center, 9 a.m - 10 a.m. 
MULTICULTURAL DIVERSITY 
WINTER SYMPOSIUM: The 
Face(s) ofFrida Kahlo with Daniel 
Whitaker, Dept. of Foreign Lan­
guages, CSUSB. Sycamore Room 
LowerCommons, 7:30p.m 8:30p.m. 
SIGMA CHI - Chapter meeting. 
Ten^Kwary QassroomTC 007,4p.m 
SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRATER­
NITY - Weekly meeting. Temporary 
Classroom TC - 16,7 p.m 
ALPHA DELTA PI SORORITY -
Regular meeting. Eucalyptus Room 
Lower Commons, 7 p.m. 
Wednesd:i>. 1 
Thursda> , l c l 'niiiiy:3 
SIGMA CHI - Chapter meeting. 
Ten^orary ClassroomTC 007, 4p.m. 
MULTICULTURAL DIVER­
SITY WINTER SYMPOSIUM: 
The African Heritage of Americart 
English with Sandra Kamuakiri, 
SIGMA GAMMA PHI FRATER­
NITY - Weekly meeting. Temporary 
Classroom TC - 16,7 p.m. 
Rolling Stone" NEW MUSIC 
TOUR - featuring Columbia record­
ing artists DAG and MOTHER 
MAY I. Student Union Courtyard, 
11 a.m - 4 p.m. FREE. 
WORKSHOP:Career Conspiracy 
(Job Search Strategies), wUh Donald 
Stone, Director of Training & Sales. 
Venture Group, Inc. Career Develop­
ment Center, University Hall, Room 
324, 2 p.m. - 3 p.m Free to students 
and CSUSB Alumni Assn. members. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATER­
NITY -Chapter meeting. Eucalyptus 
Room, Lower Commons, 5 p.m. 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON FRATER­
NITY - Chapter meeting. Eucalyptus 
Room Lower Commons, 5 p.m. 
WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH 
VIDEO SERIES:'TAe Piano." 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En-
try Center, 2 p.m. 
BROWN BAG LUNCH LEC­
TURE SERIES: Guest 
speaker:Patty Dominguez Brown. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En-
try Center, 12 Noon. 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRATER 
NITY - Business meeting. Tempo­
rary ClassroomTC-16,6 p.m. 
ZETA TAU ALPHA FRATER­
NITY - Regular meeting. Temporary 
Classroom TC - (X)6, 5:30 p.m. 
Write a letter to 
The Chronicle 
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR 
CHRIST - Regular meeting. Euca­
lyptus Room Lower Commons, 6:15 
p.m. Free speech & free coffee. 
Mond:i>. Miin iifr 
art EXHIBIT.Ann« Kellogg. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En­
try Center, 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
see CALENDAR, page 22 
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One Student's View: University's "Statement of Commitment 
to Diversity" document is confusing and embarrassing at best 
By Neii Derry 
Guest Cofumnist 
It has come to my attention that this 
university has devised a "Statement of Com­
mitment to Diversity". After reading this 
document, I am concerned as to the motives 
of such an undertaking. EMversiiy in and of 
itselfis not a negative or positive thing. But 
this document sets a dangerous precedent, 
especially for a university, where disagree­
ment must be encouraged and respected. 
This document states that diversity shall 
include "race, ethnicity, religious belief, 
sexual orientation, sex/gender, disability, 
socioeconomic status, cultural orientation, 
national origin, and age." This document 
further states that "we will also develc^ and 
communicate policies which promote values 
which discourage intolerance and discrimi­
nation." But what do these statements actu­
ally mean? What are the implications and 
who will the enforcers be? 
Obviously, this document is so vague and 
poorly written that it could encompass any­
thing that the diversity police may wish to 
include. Specifically, what do some of the 
terms included in the above st^ementmean? 
What are cultural orientation, sexual orienta-
tiwi, and gender? The very fact that these 
ideas are undefinable invites persons to cre­
ate their own concepts and pursue enforce­
ment of them through the second stmement 
above that seeks to "discourage intolerance." 
Additionally, are all of the things that can be 
encompassed in diis document legitimate 
and who is to decide that legitimacy? 
If we refer to the idea of "cultural orien­
tation" and the all-inclusive nahire of the 
pledge it envelops, must we not welcome the 
cultural diversity of burning wives on the 
funeral pyres of their dead husbands as prac­
ticed in Indian culture and should we not also 
teach the value of female circumcision as 
widely practiced in Africa? Perhaps we 
should teach the value of sodomizing our 
young boys so that they may achieve man­
hood as practiced in a culture of New Guinea 
natives? 
Under the auspices of the diversity docu­
ment 1 demand that we have a wife-burning 
ceremony that recognizes the equality of In-
dianculture. Wemustalsorequireclassesthai 
teach us the cultural value of female circumci­
sion and have an art display recognizing the 
benefits of child sodomy (perhaps Robert 
Mapplethorpe's photography would be ap­
propriate). Anyone who objects should be 
quickly chastised under the "discouraging in­
tolerance" of the diversity document. After 
all, our campus must be "inclusive" and "tol­
erant" of other cultures. 
As for sexual orientation, the faculty should 
immediately institute anew general education 
requirenient that displays the sexual equality 
of pedophiles and rapists. Qearly, they should 
not be discriminated against because of their 
sexual orientation; it must be genetic or the 
effect of bad parenting. Curriculum should 
unequivocally promote homosexual and group 
marriage, denounce the exclusivity of hetero­
sexual marriage, and encourage people to en­
gage in any sexual activity that feels good-
cmly as long as they use condoms, of course! 
To encourage people to accept "gender" 
differences (people don't really have genders-
-only words do) we should have a CSUSB 
cross-dressing day where all of the men are 
required to wear dresses and pantyhose, and 
all of the women are required to go topless 
(many feminists state that forcing women to 
wear shirts is a creation of our sexist society). 
This will help students understand the degra­
dation of the opposite sex and the difficulties 
of transvestites (or do they fall under the 
"sexual orientation" category). 
^ese suggestions are obviously ludicrous, 
but no more so then this diversity document, 
and jt fits well within the scope of its man­
dates. Since we understand that these politi­
cally incorrect interpretaticms will never oc­
cur, wemustask what will? For our own good, 
that will be determined by the (Hnniscient 
individuals who are ^)pointed to the "Diver­
sity Committee"—in other words, academics 
(only four students are appointed to the com­
mittee). 
But, not only have academics proven to be 
unreliable and biased, they are also sheltered 
from the everyday values of American soci­
ety in general. As we wimessed with the 
newly created national hist(*y curriculum 
standards for Kindergarten through Twelfth 
grade, which have raised the hackles of both 
American citizens and the United States 
Senate which unanimously denounced them, 
academics suffer from a monumental case 
of societal detachment Hie proposed, and 
now canceled, Smithsonian Institute dis­
play in commemoration of the atomic bombs 
that ended World War 11, once again proved 
that the academics in charge were severely 
isolated from the values of our society. Who 
then are these same "scholars" to tell us 
what "values" are and whose "values" are to 
be respected? 
The ineptness of these tenured, ivory 
tower bureaucrats, can only be matched by 
their arrogance in determining what should 
or should not be valued. 1 for one have no 
intention of allowing certain ideologies to 
censor the speech or ideas of students and 
faculty who may disagree with the counter­
culture demagogues who are the current 
establishment on America's college cam­
puses. We can only assume from past 
experiencesat other "institutes of higher 
learning," that the only values which will be 
honored will be those that the establishment 
dictates from their sheltered and limited envi­
ronment, excommunicated from common 
sense, tradition, and societal repudiation. 
It is clear that "the entire variety of human 
experience," as it is written in this "Statement 
on Diversity," is undeserving of recognition, 
let alone "celebration," and that academics 
are the least qualified to oversee such a task. 
If any attempt is made to encourage some 
form of "diversity" which I find offensive or 
in opposition to my values, 1 will condemn it 
Ibis is a university, not a preschool class, and 
the freedtxn to speak as one wills should not 
be limited to those with the largest micro­
phone. This "diversity statement," which 
threatens undefined punishment on those who 
disagree with the appointed, nonrepresenta-
tive committee should be scrapped immedi­
ately. It is an embarrassment to this univer­
sity, an affront to the First Amendment, and a 
pretense for scholastic tyranny. 
Neil Derry is a political science majorat 
CSUSB. The opinions expressed in this 
commentary do not necessarily reflect the 
opin ions  of  The  Chronic leor  i t s  s ta f f .  
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ASI mdThe Chronicle go head to head 
To the Editor: 
As the faculty advisor to the Associated 
Students, Inc., for the past two years, I am 
compelled to respond to the latest nonsense 
written by Editor-in-Chief Brian Lees, about 
the current ASI administration. While I am 
fairly convinced that Mr. Lees' consistently 
biased, disingenuous attempts at editorializ­
ing receive no serious consideration by intel­
ligent readers of The Chronicle, his remarks 
in the February 8 issue regarding ASI in 
general, and ASI President Lou Monville in 
particular, are so egregious as to require a 
response. 
I could list the significant accomplish­
ments of this ASI administration, but The 
Chronicle has already provided much of this 
infonnation, both in this same February 8 
issue in an article by Chronicle staff reporter 
Victoria Besedin ("ASI Board of Directors 
continues to make changes," p. 16) and in the 
January 25 issue in an article by Chronicle 
staff reporter John Bird well ("AST s Board of 
Directors off toaproductivestart,"p.8). Iiis 
indeed remarkable that The Chronicle's Edi­
tor-in-Chief does not bother to read his own 
newspaper. 
It has been my experience that President 
Monville, the other ASI Executive Officers, 
and the entire ASI Board of Director have 
been more than accessible to students. I 
know this is the case in part because I am 
often asked to render advice or assistance to 
students who have come to ASI with a prob­
lem or concern of an academic nature. All 
ASI officers keep regular hours, are involved 
in a number of other campus activities, pro­
grams and services, and have in general en­
hanced the reputation of ASI with students, 
campus faculty and administration, and the 
community. 
I also have experience with the previous 
ASI administration, about which Mr. Lees 
speaks so highly. Readers of The Chronicle 
may be shocked to leam that Ms. Tompkins' 
administration last year spent $36,611 on AS 
Productions (which brings concerts and 
speakers to campus), including $12,000 for 
an "End of the World Party." This event was 
attended by less than 400 people, which 
amounts to a student-supported subsidy of at 
least $30 per person. When Ms. Tompkins 
was challenged about this expenditure in an 
ASI Board Meeting by former Vice-Presi­
dent of Student Services, Juan Gonzalez and 
myself, we were told that "this was student 
money and the student would spend it any 
way they wanted to." I guess such frivolous 
expenditures are Mr. Lees' idea of "putting 
student needs first." 
I must also address Mr. Lees' reference to 
Ms. Tompkin's present employment with 
CSS A (Cali fomia S tuden t Slate Association). 
This is a questionable organization at best. 
Its ostensible purpose is to provide represen­
tation on behalf of CSU students at the state­
wide level. What it amounts to in fact is an 
ineffective cadre of "wanna-be" political ac­
tivists who are more concerned with promot­
ing their own ideological agenda than repre­
senting legitimate student concerns. This is 
substantiated by the fact that in addition to 
our BOD's unanimous decision to withdraw 
from CSSA, six other campuses within the 
CSU have also done so. Not only did our 
action save $6,000 per year in dues, but it 
protected CSUSB from liability for the le­
gally questionable political activities in which 
CSSA regularly engages. Even the CSU 
Board of Trustees is questioning whether it 
should recognize CSSA as the legitimate 
voice of the CSU students statewide. 
If Mr. Lees would like to see a genuine 
example of an ASI president fighting for 
students at the statewide level, he should take 
note of President Monville's service as stu­
dent representative to the CSU Chancellor's 
Financial Aid Advisory Council. In his sec­
ond year in this capacity, Mr. Monville has 
been actively promoting the concerns of stu­
dents in the crucial area of financial aid. 
Some of his contributions in this regard in­
clude the restructuring of Cal Grant A distri­
bution to the CSU's neediest students; and 
the redirecting of one-third of last year's fee 
increase into the CSU financial aid system. 
With regard to the former, this campus saw a 
net gain of $53,533 to its Cal Grant A pro­
gram. 
In closing, I would simply encourage all 
students to find out more about Associated 
Students, Inc. The ASI Board of Directors 
meets weekly-Tuesdays at 12 noon- in the 
Senate Chambers ofthe Student Union. This 
is an open meeting and visitors are always 
welcome. In addition (contrary to Mr. Lees' 
assertion), you will find that the elected offic­
ers of ASI are always available to address 
student needs and concerns. They can be 
found in the ASI offices located in the new 
wing of the Student Union. ASI is supported 
entirely by fees-it is in your interest to pay 
attention to how those fees are being spent. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Linda Norman 
Assistant Professor of Political Science 
Faculty Senate Representative to the ASI 
Board of Director 
Dear Dr. Norman: 
Yourfeehle, magniloquent attempt tocloak 
your ideological propensity is what is truly 
"the latest nonsense" on this campus. Not 
only do I have overwhelming (and in some 
cases, documented) evidence to support my 
claims against Mr. Monville and ASI, but I 
also do actually read "my own paper, "as well 
as issue published prior to my tenure at The 
Chronicle. 
In the April 28,1993 (pages 1 and 7) issue 
of The Chronicle, staff writer Natalie 
Romano gave CSUSB itsfirst glimpse of ASI 
Presidential candidate Lou Monville as an 
individual of more than questionable charac­
ter. Former ASI Elections Chair SteveHaney 
initially approved a flyer that contained the 
names of certain ASI personnel who en­
dorsed Monville (an alleged violation of ASI 
by-laws at that time). When Harvey asked 
Monville to discontinue his distribution of 
the flyers, Monville said he would distrib­
ute them anyway. Monville eventually 
recanted, but Harvey was still quoted as 
saying that the behavior of both candidates 
was "immature and disrespectful" and that 
Monville was "sneaky and manipulated the 
by-laws from day one." Monville was also 
allegedly involved in other elections impro­
prieties, such as the same students illegally 
voting for a candidate several times. 
Lastspring, I was assigned the ASI "beat" 
/or The Chronicle, and I promptly attended 
every single meeting that quarter (something 
that you cannot say. Dr. Norman). I gave 
Mr. Monville severd opportunities to clear 
his nameand tell thetruthabout theelection. 
Her^sed. he seemed more content to make 
empty campaign promises to eliminate extra 
fees for lab classes, "parking we don't have," 
and grade printouts (Chronicle, April 20, 
1994, page 7). 
Then there was the May 3rd ASI BOD 
meeting, during which former ASI Board 
member Dr. Juan Gonzalez stated, "I cer­
tainly will not confide in this board again!" 
(Chronicle, May 18,1994, pages 1 and 10). 
This was in response to a breach of confidence 
in an allegedly illegal closed session of ASI. 
The session revolved around the selection of 
an ASI representative to serve as commence­
ment speaker at graduation ceremonies, some­
thing with which Monville had a conflict of 
interest. Monville intentionally lied to me, 
stating that ASI Chief Justice Joe Rixman 
had ruled in his favor on thematterofMonville 
being excluded from thesession. Rixmanhad 
never made such a ruling, and former ASI 
Vice President Debra Hinshaw called me 
into her office to view documents that 
Monville had falsified b^ore intentionally 
circulating them. In essence, Monville se­
cured his own chances of being selected com­
mencement speaker. 
Whenformer Chronicle staff writer Gary 
Kirby attempted toquestion Monville about 
hisallegedimproprieties,Monvilleagain lied 
to myself and former Chronicle editor Kara 
Rizzo by claiming that Kirby had inquired 
about Monville's sexual history. Kirby de­
nied the charges, and Monville later denied 
that Kirby had ever spoken to him at all, 
stating instead that an ASI secretary had 
handled Kirby's telephone call. Monville 
obviously used the threat of filing a com­
plaint of harassment in order to get The 
(Zhronicle qj//iis Until my commen­
tary in the January 25, 1995 issue of The 
Chronicle, Monville had enjoyed a quarter 
free of real public scrutiny and was even able 
to publish a self-written piece in our paper 
(December 7, 1994, page 6), touting his 
"greatness" and the "awesome team" of ASI 
Although ASI was repeatedly instructed 
togiveus specific information about what it 
actually was doing, it continually refused, 
submitting "Rah! Rah!" cheerleading fluff 
for publication instead. Therefore, I assigned 
staff writer John Birdwell to the ASI "beat" 
this quarter. Unfortunately, Birdwell's work 
schedule changed andhe hadavested in terest 
in ASI (he wants to run for office). He was 
replaced with Victoria Besedin, who has been 
bombarded byASI's smokescreen ever since. 
In my February 8th commentary, I only 
stated that Ms. Tompkins "at least occa­
sionally" put the needs of the studentsfirst. 
She was not the only one responsible for the 
"End of the World Party" fiasco; Jerald 
Gaines, Terry Sczucsko, and Mr. Monville 
all had a hand in this. Infact, it was Monville 
who suggested that the students attend the 
party for free (also during that infamous 
May 3,1994 meeting) and that ASI should 
absorb the cost, contributing to the "student-
supported subsidy of $30 per person" to 
which you refer. Every administration has 
their fiascos; ASI's current one appears to be 
this "Electronic Kiosk" thing (something 
that will surely be addressed in future 
Chronicle commentary). 
CSSA is no more questionable than 
CS USB'sASI, and is certainly less question­
able than the Republican party (a frequent 
target of CSSA attacks). I believe the true 
reason that you and the Trustees object to 
CSSA is because of their attacks on Governor 
Pete Wilson-a proven enemy of any form of 
education, but an individual with the power 
to appoint the same Trustees that allegedly 
disregard CSSA. If you yourself were not so 
"biased"and "disingenuous,"andtheTrust-
ees did not have such a conflict of interest, 
then we, the studen ts, would be more willing 
to accept these claims against CSSA. CSSA 
wasa major proponent ofAB2714, a bill that 
preven ts CS Uadministratorsfrom receiving 
pay raises in the same year that student fees 
are hiked (Chronicle, June 1,1994, pageS). 
The students should bepermitted to make 
choices zvithoutafaculty advisor using his or 
herpolitical persuasion to obfuscate the issue 
and promote his or her hidden agenda. It 
appears as though both you and the Trustees 
are trying suppress, sanitize, and decree stu­
dent input. Through your degrading com­
mon ts about me personally, it almost looks as 
though you xvant to suppress, sanitize, and 
decree The Oironicle as well. I'm not sur-
.prised since I have endured personal ad 
hominem attacks from you in the past. Fresh 
in my memory is the conclusion of the May 
31, 1994 ASI BOD meeting, at which you 
compared me to former Chronicle staff mem­
ber Steven Jennings in front of Ms. Tompkins 
and other former ASI personnel. 
In my opinion, which you obviously don't 
respect, your comments go beyond "non­
sense"-th^ are inappropriate, pompous, and 
unprofessional. Your letter is not about my 
alleged inaccuracies as a journalist, but rather 
yet another attack that attempts to suppress, 
sanitize, and decree my commentaries sim­
ply because they confront your political ide­
ology head on. We, the students, expected so 
much more from someone who claims to have 
our best interests at heart. 
-The Editor 
PngaS fppw/Apygg I99f i  THF CHffOWfCLE 
Career Development Center responds to Chronicle commentary 
- „ c CDC to administrators. CDC per-
Dear Editor, 
In reference to your January 25, 
1995, Chronicle Commentary, sev­
eral of your facts were inaccurately 
reported. 1 would like to specifi­
cally address the sections dealing 
with the Career Development Cen­
ter. 
You erroneously reported that 
"many schools have kept placement 
files for graduating students" which 
youstatedwehaveeliminaied. That 
statement is false; the Career Cen­
ter has not eliminated the Graduate 
School Placement Files which, in­
cidentally, are at no charge to stu­
dents. I have just recently opened 
my own Graduate School File in 
the CDC, as have many other stu­
dents. Mr. Lees, the CDC only 
recently phased out the non-confi-
dential Educational PlacementFiles 
because of the fiscal benefit to stu­
dents and graduates in maintaining 
their own placement files. The 
money saved from no longer hav­
ing these files went directly back 
into the pockets of the students and 
alumni who were no longer required 
to pay the skyrocketing costs of 
mailing their files. In addition, the 
time spent on mailing Educational 
Placement files was redirected into 
maintaining and developing other 
services to ALL students, such as 
job fairs, workshops, and informa­
tional sheets and handouts. None 
of the savings went into administra-
tive salaries or any other nc«i-stu-
dent service. 
Secondly, you made the state­
ment that "maybe some money and 
space for placement files could 
come from revising the campus re­
cruitment policies." For your in-
formauon, the CDC is currenUy 
expanding its recruitment program 
to include a wider variety of em­
ployers who are looking for spe­
cific degrees for career positions. 
The CDC has already implemented 
a program of bringing recruiters on 
campus who are looking for stu­
dents in all areas. These include 
Criminal Justice, Environmental 
Technologies, the various sciences, 
as well as Business/Finance/Ac­
counting. In addition a number of 
new informaiiOT sheets have been 
developed for students in a variety 
of majors. These information sheets 
list possible careetpositions, major 
companies, national associations, 
and other important information for 
students who are looking for a ca­
reer position which will use their 
degree. 
Lastly, you berated UPS for not 
contacting you after you attended 
three of the information sessions. 
For your information, UPS has hired 
over 120 CSUSB students within 
the past year. UPS has repeatedly 
donated funds for the development 
of student services. These have 
included resource books for the 
Career Library, a video camera for 
career fairs and events, underwrit­
ing die Career Fairs, and involve­
ment in the addition of two new 
interview rooms. Funhennore.UPS 
has been a continual advertiser in 
The Chronicle. It seems unfair and 
harsh to criticize UPS simply be­
cause you were not hired by them. 
In effect, your unthoughtful attack 
on companies who faithfully do 
business with this campus has seri­
ously jeopardized and undermined 
future recruitment opportunities. 
Companies such as XJPS, Coca-
Cola, and J.C. Penny, who gener­
ously donate lime and money to 
reach out to CSUSB students, may 
reconsider their role on this campus 
because of your comments. 
In the future Mr. Lees, I suggest 
that you research your editorials 
first in order to ensure their accu­
racy. Good journalistic standards 
insist that your opinions be founded 
on some basis of fact. And, I would 
venture to say that simply by guess­
ing at the facts is insufficient, which 
as a graduate student you should 
already know. By not investing 
time in research and verification of 
your facts, whether in commentary 
or not, you undermine the integrity 
of both the people you criticize and 
yourself. 
John Sullivan, Graduate Student& 
Student Assistant, CDC 
Dear Sin 
Yes, I regret omitting the Gradu­
ate Placement Files to which you 
refer. This, howeverstilldoes noth­
ing for many undergraduate stu­
dents (who comprise the over­
whelming majority of the campus 
population). 
it should also be pointed out that 
Theron Garcia has gone more than 
out of his way to try to rectify ourlittle 
'misunderstanding.' My point was 
not that UPS should have hired me, 
but rather should have at least con­
tacted me so I could make other 
plans for my future. 
The CDC's number one goal 
should be to assist students in find­
ing gainful employment upon gradu­
ation. not to act as a temporary 
employment service. Otherwise, 
what is the point in having a Career 
Development Center? 
It is not the job of the economics 
departmentoranyotherdepartment 
to assist students in finding employ­
ment upon graduation (although 
many departments do anyway). 
Their purpose is to educate (since 
this is a university). I'm sure that the 
administration shares this feeling 
as well. 
My personal experiences with 
the CDC over the past 4 years have 
been mostly disappointing. There 
are plenty of facts and research in 
my commentary—4 years worth. 
Although I complainedaboutthe 
­
sonnel. A$l representatives, and 
even CSUSB telerriarketers asking 
why I refused to donate to the school. 
I got no results. It is unfortunate that 
I had to take such drastic measures 
to finally make my voice heard, but 
I was tired of being treated like a 
meaningless number. At least I've 
finally gotten your attention. 
I'm glad to hear that the CDC 
may finally be taking the steps nec­
essary to better service the stu­
dents. Unfortunately, in my case, it 
is too late, as I have changedcareer 
goals. 
Nevertheless, any improvement is 
a welcome improvement for this 
carrpus. 
I also realize that the CDC and 
The Chronicle have something in 
common: we have both been toldto 
make do with slashed budgets and 
shrinking staff. With this in mind, it 
can be said that the CDC is not 
totally responsible for the series of 
disappointments I experienced. 
Finally, yourremarks would have 
much more validity if you did not 
have a vested interest in the CDC 
(i,e.—having a job at the CDC). 
Nevertheless, thank you for taking 
the time to write to us. 
-The Editor 
01 m cm mu muunomx 
Christian facuity defend Dec. 7 advertisement U 
A„ ...„o ic r^.ir onto clearlv Dear bditor. j 
Dear Editor; 
We would like to respond to 
several of the concerns expressed 
in recent letters to the Editor for our 
Christmas advertisement in the stu­
dent newspaper. 
Professor Leo Connolly ex­
pressed concerns over the credibil­
ity of some of the statements in our 
ad, and the sources from which we 
drew. Fu-st, it should be made clear 
that such statements as were given 
in our ad, are of necessity, highly 
circumscribed forms of a more 
lengthychain of evidence. As such, 
they are "bullets," or "teasers." de­
signed to stimulate interest for fur­
ther research. 
These bullets are taken from 
short pliers and books that we have 
for references to those who are in­
terested. The short papers will be 
made available to anyone who asks, 
and we are currently purchasing the 
books to be placed on reference in 
the school library. 
These resources have been made 
available to us by the scientific/ 
evangelical ministry. Reasons To 
Believe, headed by Dr. Hugh Ross. 
Hugh Ross, to establish his iden­
tity, received his B.Sc. in Physics 
from the University of British Co­
lumbia (1967), and M.Sc. (1968) 
and Ph.D. (1973) in Astronomy 
from the University ofToronto. He 
received a National Research Coun­
cil of Canada Post-doctoral Fel­
lowship. Cia73-lS75)- A 
Research Fellow in Radio As­
tronomy at the California Institute 
of Technology (1973-1978). He 
has been published in such journals 
3SNature. TheAstronomicalJour-
nal.TheAstrophysicalJoumal, and 
others. He has also been an associ­
ate minister at Sierra Madre Con­
gregational Church since 1976 and 
President and Director of Research 
for Reasons To Believe since 1976 
and President and Director of Rea­
sons To Believe since 1986. 
The references to the scientific 
evidence cited by us in the Christ­
mas ad are from credible theistic 
and non-lheistic scientists. They 
are physicists, astronomers, cos-
mologists, and philosophers, includ­
ing such noted scholars as Stephen 
Hawking (who would not always 
agree with our theological conclu­
sions) and Allan Sandage, winner 
of the prestigious Crafoord Prize in 
astronomy (who often does agree 
with our theological conclusions). 
THe works by Dr. Ross compiling 
these evidences are reviewed by 
numerous scholars to ensure accu­
racy and fairness of the works cited. 
Dean Ellen Gruenbaum ex­
pressed concern that our Christmas 
ad may have given the appearance 
of official sanction by the Univer­
sity or The Chronicle by not label­
ing the sponsorship for it. We re­
gret that our sponsorship was not in 
the advertisement (please see p. 3 
_of the Janu^ 2^ e^tjqn), foril 
was and is our intention to clearly 
state it. Indeed, in our first ad last 
Easter (April 20, 1994), our spon-
sorship was clearly labeled in print 
larger than the names affixed to it 
To this end, we will be estab­
lishing a review process so that this 
kind of oversight will not happen 
again. In addition, we will be seek­
ing someone from outside the mem­
bership of the Faculty/Staff Chris­
tian fellowship to assist in our re­
view process. 
The purpose of our ad is to es­
tablish a dialogue with members of 
the academic community, students, 
faculty and staff, on the claims of 
Christianity. We believe that be­
cause the same God created the 
universe and our planet and the 
Bible, there will be no contradic­
tion between the facts of nature and 
the words of the Bible. Thus, the 
evidence from both will agree. 
We encourage discussion and 
only offer an invitation to consider 
these claims. A healthy skepticism 
is welcome. Logic requires that 
assertions be supported by reastms 
and evidence. Dogma alone is in­
sufficient for both faith and life. 
Therefore, we offer the following 
invitation; "Come, let us reason 
together." 
Sincerely, 
Members of the Faculty/Staff Chris­
tian Fellowship 
E :
I am writing to you in hopes that 
this letter will get published so that 
everyone on this campus will be 
aware of the crimes that take place 
here. I also don't want anybody to 
be the next victim. What I went 
through was a complete nightmare. 
Last Thursday (2/09), I had ar­
rived at school in the afternoon af­
ter "hunting" for a parking space in 
front of Jack Brown Hall for what 
felt like quite awhile. I gave up and 
decided to park in the "unfinished" 
part of.the lot. As I was walking up 
to the classroom, I notiwd there 
weren't any lights in this part of the 
lot But,Ireallydidn'tfeel the need 
to give it a second thought. 
After class, I met a friend at the 
Library so we could study. There 
wasn't time to move my car, al­
though I probably should have. 
Around eight 'o clock, we finished 
and I found myself walking a long, 
dark, and desolate route (the easiest 
and the most often traveled one, 
though) back to my car. There were 
very few cars around in that part of 
the lot. When I went to unlock my 
door, I couldn't get my key prop­
erly inserted. I thought that was a 
little odd, and upon trying to open 
my door, I found that it was un­
locked. I knew that I had locked my 
door when I left for class. The 
interior light had been turned off so 
I couldn't tell if anyone was wait­
ing in my car for my return. I went 
around to the passenger's side of 
the car and (^ned the door, then 
reached into the glove box and 
grabbed a flashlight After realiz­
ing that no one was in the car, much 
less anywhere around, Idrovehcane. 
I had The Club on my car, and I 
think that without it, they would 
have tried to steal the car. Yes,Idid 
have an anti-theft stereo-but that 
didn't stop them. 
Thursday evening was only the 
beginning of this nightmare. For 
the next couple of weeks I will be 
going between the insurance people, 
the dealership, and Circuit City. 
There was a lot of paperwork and 
time involved, that could have been 
avoidedhadthisnothappened. But, 
1 learned to be more careful and I 
just want others to be aware this can 
happen to them. 
I did file a report with the Uni­
versity Police. They were very nice 
andpolite. Without a serial number 
for the stereo, the chances of recov­
ering it are very slim. I also in­
quired about patrolling the lot more 
and let them know we need better 
securitymeasures. Hopefully, noth­
ing else will h^pen to make them 
see this. 
Thank You, 
Melissa Wright,a victim who has 
spoken out 
P.S.-The newspaper is great!!! 
Keepjip.tfre gopd^workilL 
G r u e n b a u m  
responds again 
To The Chronicle: 
Mr. Pendo* says that "some of 
the religions...mentioned in [my 
January] letter believe that theirs is 
die true religion and are thus intol­
erant of other religions." In my let­
ter referred to Muslims and Jews, 
so I suppose Islam and Judaism are 
the religious in questicHi. I stitmgly 
advocate leaming about many dif­
ferent religious traditions bec^se 
it helps us be better informed and 
educated. 
In my experience I would say 
that most people who have faith in 
a religion believe that theirs is the 
true religion, whether they are 
Bahais. Christians, B uddhists, Jews. 
CO" Muslims. Generally, Muslims 
and Jew would be no different from 
others in this respect. But belief 
does not necessarily lead to intoler­
ance of people of other religions. I 
have spent five years of my life 
living in a country in northeast Af­
rica (Sudan) where the majority of 
the population are Muslims, and 1 
have had many long discussiois 
with my Muslim friends and others 
in the villages where I did ethno­
graphic research. The most com­
mon attitude I found among 
Sudanese Muslims was that Chris­
tians and Jews, like themselves, are 
part of the same religious tradition. 
They say they share most of the 
same prophets and worship the same 
God, who, in the Arabic language 
they call "al-Lah" Oiterally, "the 
God".) The vast majority of Mus­
lims I have known fully respected 
my right to decide for myself what 
faith to follow-in short, they were 
tolerant. 
It is unfortunate that we in the 
United States often have a stereo­
type of Muslims as being "terror­
ists." The fact that a few extremists 
are Muslims or that the radical ex­
tremists in certain countries (such 
as Algeria or Egypt) have been con­
ducting dangerous civil disruptions 
in the name of their religion should 
not obscure the fact that is not Is­
lam, perse, that is doing these things. 
Most Muslims that I have talked to 
deeply deplore the way their reli­
gion has teen used by such people 
to try to "justify" their antisocial 
acts. Just as we shouldnot condemn 
Christianity as a religion for the 
acts of cross-burning Ku Klux 
Klan members-even though they 
may also try to "justify" their acts 
with religion-Islam as a religion 
should not be condemned for the 
acts of someMuslims. 
hi short, we all need to be care­
ful not to stereotype condemn ev-
^one with a particular identity for 
the acts of some of a group's mem­
bers. 
Multi-cultural respect is not a 
"universal truth" nor is it the prod­
uct (tf a single country or cultural 
traditicHi. It is simply a working 
proposal for how we might manage 
to survive on a crowed planet and a 
starting point for dialog. 
-Ellen (jnienbaum, human being 
Reader irate about graphic removal 
Dear Editor: 
Your removal of the * Wcanan to 
Woman' graphics was absolutely 
revolting. As soon as I saw your 
ambiguous note about 'removal due 
to complaints' in the Feb. 8 issue, I 
knew exactly what the nature of 
those compl^ts were. I have no 
doubt in my mind it was because 
the two medical symbols for female 
put the idea of lesbianism into the 
heads of those complainants. 
Unimpressed, 
Alexander Garcia 
Actually, the graphic, created by 
foimer graphics artist Jeremy Heck­
ler, wasremoved at the behest of 
severalfemale Chronicle staff mem­
bers after it was determined that the 
question marks appearing above 
the heads of the 'medical 
symbols'were interpreted as imply­
ing that women could not think or 
make decisionsfor themselves. It 
was also of inferior quality to the 
graphics developed this quarter by 
managing editor James Trietsch. 
-The Editor 
THECHIiONlCl£ PfBBUABYT^ 1Q9S PAGE? 
To respond or not to respond... 
Dear Editor: 
Why are your responses to read­
ers' letters longer than the letters 
themselves? With the exception of 
BRIEF clarificadons or corrections, 
why are there responses at all? I 
thought the Letters page was the 
space where readers pot to express 
their viewpoints. It's great to see 
important campus issues being de­
bated here, but you ought to save 
your editorializing for editorials, 
and let readers draw their own con­
clusions. 
Sincerely, 
Meryl Perlson,Assistant 
Professor, CcMnmunication Studies 
Corrections from last issue: 
The by-line for the article 
entitlecTCSU educatore discuss 
faiwan experience" was incorrect 
It was not written by staff writer 
Shannon Burns, but rather came 
from CSUSB's Public Affairs 
office. 
C a l i f o r n i a  G r a d u a t e  i n s t i t u t e  
Graduate School of Psycnology and Psychoartalysis andMFT 
MA and PhD Programs in Psychology 
and Marriage & Family Therapy 
Administrative Office 
1100 Glendon Ave., Floor 11 
W. Los Angeles, CA 90024 
(310) 208-4240 
Orange County Facility 
1122 E. Lincoln Ave. B-200 
Orange. CA 92665 
(714) 637-5404 
CGI has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction, California Education Code 9431 OB. 
CGI graduates meet the educational requirements for Psychology and MFCC licensure in California. 
In addition to the degree programs, CGI offers the following Certificate Programs; 
- TheTreatmentof - The Treatment of Perpetrators - Behavioral Medicine - Psychoanalysis 
Chemical Dependency & Victims of Violence 
Classes held in West Los Angeles and Orange (OC) 
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5^)0-8:00pm l.eaming it Cognition 
5M-8K)0pm Primitive Mental Slates 
5:00-8K)0pm Diagnosisic Direct, in Adult Psychopath. 
5:<X)-8:00pm TheHolocaust&SchitKiler'sUsl 
5:lS^:45pm Group Process & Technique 
8:00-ll;00pm ResearchMelhods&AnalysisIl 
8.'00-1 l:(X)pm Technique of the Initial Consultation 
8.00-11:00pm CeriatrlcPsychopathology 
8M)-11:00pm Otject Relations Theoryl 
D.Fehr.PhD (OC) 
A. Patwfsky, PhD 
R. Hunter, PhD 
M.Gerson, PhD 
D.Fehr.PhD (<X) 
D. Diamond, MD 
L. Welsbender, PhD 
R. Hunter, PhD 
D. Clifford, MD 
R.Golira, E^D (OC) 
B. Schwartz-Lee, PhD 
M. Koven, PhD 
R. Hunter, PhD 
L. Silverton, E*hD 
J.Mayhall.PhD (CC) 
W.Rickies, MD 
l:30-3KK^m Group Process & Technique J.Packer,PhD 
2:00-S:00pm Human Serualily A.Taylor, PhD 
2:00-S:00pm Advanced Qinical Hypnosis T. Moss, E'hD 
2KX)-SK>0ptn Leaming & Cognition R.Hunter,PhD 
2K)0^^)0pm Psychology of Women D. Plait, PhD 
3K)0-4:30pm Group Process & Technique ]. Packer, PhD 
500-8:00pm Proposal Research Mil R.Hunter,PhD 
SMLS^X^tn Suidde&CrislsInterventlon M.Peck,PhD 
5:004:0(^m Self E^ychofogyll L.Superstein, E^D 
5O04KI(^m Issues in Fam.Psychopath.&E^sychalhenpy ICKepp, E^D 
SK)0-8:00prn Psychopathdogy&FamilyOyrtamics S. Harris, PhD 
5Mi-8A0pm P^choanalyticPsychotherapy D. Plait, PhD 
3Ml-8O0pm Advanced Human Sexuality A. Taylor, PhD 
SllO-8Mpm Psychopharmacdogy D.Diamottd, IdD 
5M)-8Mpm Indusliial/OiganizationalPsychdogy S. Witner, I^D 
8Mhl1:00pm QlnJcal^acticum III ILGruener,MD 
BtOO-llKlOpm TtcticsofChangelnFamlly Therapy K.ICepp,PhD 
SXtO-ll.OOpm ChildAbuse&DomesticMdence D.Rcsven,JD 
StOO-ll.OOpm BrldgeBctweenPedagogy&PA'DcaiinL R. Eksteln, PhD 
(cx:) 
(OC) 
(OC) 
(OC) 
(OC) 
(OC) 
9«0-I0-J0am 
ll:00-2.-00pm 
Il<IO-2XIOpm 
2:0(k5«)pin 
2:0(»:00pm 
3M>-i:30pm 
StOCkBdOpm 
9:00-8M)pm 
5ilO4X)0pm 
SdXMtOOpm 
M SdMMIpm 
M 5:0O4fi(lpm 
|y| SiOCLBiOOpin 
8:3(k8:0(lpm 
8Ml-]lK»ptn 
8:00-nKI0pm 
8:0O-llK)0pm 
8«0-llK)0pm 
Group Process & Technique 
Sodal Psychdogy 
Conjdnt Therapy 
Co^iUve-Betwivtotal Therapy 
Psychdogical Assesenenl I 
Group Process & Technique 
Group Procese it Tedmique 
Qlnlcal Practicum I 
Clinical Practicum II 
Psydwioglcal Assessment U 
Dia^wsb & Direct in Adult Psydwpath. 
"bcttcs ct Change In Family Therapy 
Psychdogical Assessment HI 
Gioi^ Process 8c Technique 
Proposal Research I 
l^ychopattwlogy 8c Family Dyrtamks 
Clinical CaseCoiif(rcrK«5 
^chopatEwlogy U 
(OC) R. Phillips. PhD 
M. Karlovac, PhD 
L. Singer, PhD 
L. Singer,PhD 
EC Cross, PhD 
M. Koven, PhD 
M. Koven, PhD 
L. Welsbender, PhD 
L. Singer, PhD 
K. Cross, PhD 
ELGdtra, PhD 
D.Rowen,]D 
L. Sllvetton, PtiD 
M. Koven, PhD 
M. KaHovac, PhD 
D. Cooper-Syram, PhD 
J. Ddchamps, ii(D 
I4.GccsoaPhD 
(OC) 
900-12:00n Deveiopmenl of the Person 
lK)0-4XK)pm Schizophrenia&PsychoticSlates 
5K)0^:30pm Group Process <E Technique 
5KK).800pm Oinical Hypnosis 
S-OO-BKMpm Comprehensive Exam Review 
D. Rozen, PhD 
L Hedges, PhD 
D. Fehr, PhD (OQ 
K. ECanet, PhD (OQ 
Core Faculty 
830-10KIOam 
10KX)-l<K)pm 
10.-00-1:00pm 
n.<IO-1230pm 
100-4 00pm 
Group Process 8c Technique 
MFT Practicum I-III 
Human Sexuality 
Group Process 8e Technique 
Psydidogical Assessment II 
D. Fehr, PhD 
R. Golira, PhD 
N.Pike.MSW 
J. Packer, PhD 
S. Harris, PhD 
(OQ 
(OQ 
(OQ 
(OQ 
Weekend Special Classes & Seminars 
1/8-7 
1/74 
1/21-22 
1/28-29 
2/3-4 
2/44 
V44 
2/11-12 
V44 
V44 
3/18-19 
3/18-19 
1/20-21 
1/27-28 
2^8-19 
402-23 
3/2S-26 
40-9 
3/18-19 
3/2S-38 
2/11-12 
20S4 
^18-19 
3/11-12 
\WEST LOS ANGELES 
Fri 600-1100pm CognitiveTherapyforMood 
Sal9.00400pm anoPerrsotulity Disorders 
Sal 100-60(^m Issuesin Family Psychopalhology 8c 
Sun9O0-6O(}pm Psychotherapy 
Ollpm PsycholherapywiihtheChemically 
SO(>pm Dependent Patient 
Sal IO(t6 
Sun 9O04 0p
3/2S-28 
44-9 
Satl00400pm 
Sun90040(ipm 
Fri600-n00pm 
Sal900-600pm 
Sal 100400pm 
Sun 900400pm 
Sal l<K14O0pm 
Sun 9O04O0pni 
Sal 900-500pm 
Sun9O0-3O0pm 
Sat 900400pm 
Sun900-200pm 
Sal 100400pm 
Sun 900400pm 
Sal 10040tom 
Sun9O04O0p m 
Sal 90040()pm 
Sun 900-100pm 
Intro, to Mediation 8c Basics in 
Family Law 
Managed Care Clinical Practicum 
MFT Advanced Practicum MM 
PsychosynlhesI s 
Countertransference 8c 
Professional Boundaries 
Pswholherapy with 
Schizophrenic Patients 
Practicum in iheTrealmenI d Victims 8c 
Perpetrators of Violence 
Tactics of Change 
What is Meant by Coniaininga Patient? 
L.Singer.PhD 
K. Kepp, PhD 
K. Kepp, PhD 
L.Safaso,P 
L. Singer, PhD 
R.Gdtia,PhD 
T. Oleson, PhD 
W.Cobum, PhD 
O.Dada. PhD 
Faculty 
R.Cdlia, PhD 
A.PattajtaaPliD 
O R A N G E  
1/74 Sal 1004OC 
Suit 90(^0 
pm 
Ipm 
Theories of Communlcatioii L. Peters, PhD 
1/13*19 1/20 * 22 Fri600-1000pm 
^*5 Sun 900400pm 
Biofcedliack Therapy R. WdL PhD 
1/14-15 2^44 
V44 
Sall0040C 
Sun90040 
pm 
)pm 
Sodely * Chcmi cal Dependency L. Sacas<4 JD 
1/20*22 3/3*5 
4/7*9 
Fri 60(L1000pm 
Sun 900400pm 
Suicide * Crisis Intervention S. Harris, PhD 
1/28-29 2/11-12 
2/25-28 
Sall0040( 
Sun90040 
pm 
Opm 
The Fam ily & Chem ical Dependency N.PIke.MSW 
1/28-29 2/11-12 
3/25-28 
Satl0040C 
Sun90040 
pm 
)pm 
Guided Imagery EC MacLeay, PhD 
2/44 2/25-28 
3/11-12 
Satl0040( 
Sun90040 
pm 
ipm 
Psychopalhdogy & Psydtotherapy with 
l^ctims 8t Perpeira tors of VIderKe 
D.Rowen.JD 
Ml-12 Sall0040( 
Sun90040 
pm 
ipm 
Semirurin Psychopharaiacdogy S. KtasHwr, HiD 
VI8-19 3/25-38 
Vl-2 
SalI0040( 
Sun9O04:( 
pm 
)pm 
Introduction toOlnlca! Practitt* 
Managed Health Care 
D.PIatLPhD 
4/8-9 Sail0040C 
Sun 90040 
pm 
ipm 
Child Abuse Assessment * ILeporting K.Kand,PhD 
An Excellent Education For Those Who Qualify 
Popfl 8 199S TH^ CHBONICLE 
Remedial Education Becomes Goal of GSU Trustees 
From News Services 
After a sometimes impassicmed 2 
and one half hour discussion, the Trustees 
Committee on Educational Policy passed a 
resolution to establish an ad hoc committee 
to develop plans to reduce the need for and 
the number of remedial classes offered at the 
campuses. A jx'eliminary report is due at the 
July board meeting with a final report slated 
for the November meeting. 
The ad hoc committee has been 
asked to develop "specific, practical action 
plans" to reduce the number of remedial 
courses, and to recommend a revised Trustee 
policy on underprepared students that focuses 
on the quality of preparation of first-time 
freshmen. Committee members are Chair 
Ralph Pesqueira and members Marian 
Bagdasarian, student trustee Christopher 
Lowe and faculty trustee Bemie Goldstein. 
Students new to CSU must be 
assessed for math and English skills if they 
do not have high enough entering SAT or 
ACTscores, or, in the case of transfer students, 
have not taken the required courses. These 
students must take the English Placement 
Test (EPT) and/or the Entry Level 
Mathematics (ELM) test. 
Figures released at the board 
meeting indicate that 43 percent of new 
freshmen in 1993 who were tested were 
referred to developmental or remedial 
mathematics class, while 42 required a 
remedial English class. If all new 
undergraduates (including transfer students) 
are considered, 21 percent required remedial 
math classes, while 18 percent needed 
remedial English courses. 
It is estimated that remedial 
education costs the system about $9.3 million 
annually (less than 1 percent of the General 
Fund budget) and constitutes less than 2 
percent of instructional time, said Peter Hoff, 
seniw vice chancellor for academic affairs. 
"A relatively high number of test-takers end 
up placed in a remedial or developmental 
course, but they are a relatively small portion 
of the overall student body," he said. 
Despite the small numbers, several 
trustees expressed opinions that the CSU 
should not offer such courses, saying that 
high school preparation should be improved 
CM- that students should take remedial classes 
at c(Mnmunity colleges. 
"We are not trying to eliminate 
remedialeducation as an absolute," ccMnmittee 
Chair Pesqueira said, adding that high schools 
must do a better job of preparing students. 
"Students are coming out of high school not 
ready." 
"There is no more impcMtant task 
for high school to undertake than to make 
sure that students know how to read, write 
and do computations," said Trustee Bill 
Hauck. Trustee Denny Campbell said that 
"there is a tremendous increase in the number 
of non-qualified students coming from the 
high schools... Let's not fcMget the issue—the 
primary force (for remedial wc^) is in the 
communis colleges and not in the CSU." 
Trustee Tony Vitti concurred, saying that the 
system "has enough problems teaching what 
has to be taught with the dollars given us... 
We are taking on that which belongs 
somewhere else." 
CSU President Blenda Wilson 
cautioned trustees that students who have 
taken remedial classes have gone on to 
graduate from college. "Students who need 
remedial work are not remedial students," 
she said. "They still can succeed in other 
courses while making up deficiencies in one 
area; they may just have a skills area that 
needs to be remediated." 
CSU Sets Donation Record 
$150 Million Raised in 
Private Contributions 
From News Services 
An unprecedented $150.4 million, a 37.5 
percent increase over the jwevious year's 
$109.3 million, was raised by the 20 c^-
puses in 1993/94 from alumni, parents, other 
individuals, corporations, and foundations. 
Ompared to five years ago, the campuses 
have increased their level of giving by 70 
percent (frmn $88.4 million in 1988/89 to 
$150.4 million in 1993/93). 
"I want to offer congratulations to the 
presidents and the campuses foraspectacular 
year," said Douglas Patino, vice chancellor 
fcM* university advancement. Fifteen of the 20 
campuses recorded increases in the amounts 
given to them. Campus presidents have been 
asked to raise 10 percent of their budgets 
through private gUfts; five campuses cur­
rently meet that goal. 
Leading in donations was Gal Poly San 
Luis Obispo with $38.9 million, which in­
cluded a $22 million donation from alumnus 
Albert B. Smith, the centerpiece of which 
was the 3,200-acre Swanton Pacific Ranch. 
Following San Luis Obispo was CSU Long 
Beach with $17.9 million; San Diego State 
University with $16million; andCSUFresno 
with $13 million. 
Alumni giving increased by 40 percent 
system-wide (277 percent if the $22 million 
gift is included) from $9.2 million to $35 
million. San Luis Obispo ledinthiscategory 
of donors to the CSU, gave the campuses $56 
million in 1993/94, an increase from the $40 
million raised in 1992/93. 
Patino also gave the board a report on 
Special Revenues, which total about $267 
million and derive from contracts and grants, 
spcHisorship, bequests and revocable trusts, 
and multi-year pledges. Special revenues 
and voluntary giving total nearly $400 mil­
lion in outside funds generated by the cam­
puses this past year. 
Student Union Offers Refuge from Weather, Classes and More 
By John Birdwell 
Chronide staff 
You're between classes. It's raining. 
Where do you go to get dry? Most students 
make a bee line to the Student Union. The 
Student Union is a refuge from the elements 
where food, hot coffee, and good company 
run rampant. 
Probably the most used facility in the 
Student Union are the food services. For a 
meal, a trip to the Coyote Cafe can fill an 
empty stomach with a wide variety of cui­
sines. Here can be found students munching 
down while studying or socializing. 
For a cup of coffee, a capuccino, or a 
snack one can go to the game room. Pinball, 
video machines, and a pool table provide an 
entertainment break for the study-wcmh mind. 
Beware though- between the video machines 
and the juke-box it can get quite noisy. This 
is also where you will find the ATM, YES it 
does exist. 
Upstairs in the pub offers a more sedate 
way to unwind. Here can be found a variety 
of beers on tap (m- in bottles to help numb the 
frayed nerves. There is also mexican food 
available to stir up a thirst. 
Food and drink is only one aspect of the 
Student UnicMi. There are a variety of places 
where one can just sit and relax, study, or 
socialize. There is a spacious room with a fire 
place. In this room, groups can move com­
fortably padded chairs into study groups, or 
just relax by the warm fire place. Also pro­
vided are copiers and a cq)y card machine. 
Frequently this is a setting for sales booths 
and tables, or special entertainment jnesenta-
tions. 
In the main lobby there are more of those 
comfortable chairs, but in a smaller and gen­
erally less populated setting. In this lobby, an 
infonnaticMi booth possesses a wide variety 
of materia] on what is happening at the Stu­
dent Union and on the campus in general. 
A big screen TV and a spacious quiet 
room are also available in the newer section 
of the Student Union. 
Ihe Student Union has been growing. 
Recent additions include an Events Center 
which can seat up to 1,000 people or can be 
partitioned to form several smaller facilities. 
The copy center is a service contracted by the 
Student Union to help serve the needs of the 
student in this high-technology era. Benefit­
ing the cultural diversity on campus two 
centers are funded by the Student Union-
The Women's and Re-Entry center, and the 
Multi-Cultural center. In these offices groups 
with special interests can get information 
about programs pertaining to their needs. 
Developing and organizing such a wide 
variety of services and facilities is no small 
task. In fact the Student Union is one of three 
axillary, non-profit, organizations on cam­
pus. Incorporated in 1977, the Student Union 
is funded solely through student fees and 
(Mxiceeds from it's food services, games, and 
facilities rentals, not state funding. 
It takes more than money to manage an 
(^ration of this scope. It requires a sizable 
work force. The visionary center of this work 
force is the Student Union Board of Direc­
tors. The board consists of fifteen members; 
eight student representatives, two faculty rep­
resentatives, two almnni representatives, a 
Presidential designee, an administrative rep­
resentative, and the Director of the Student 
Union who sits on the board as an ex. officio 
non-voting memba. The Board of Directors 
holds c^n meetings the second week of each 
month with the next one residing March 16. 
They meet in the Senate Chambers across 
from the ASI office in the Student 
Union. 
Projects that are regulated by 
the Board are researched by vari­
ous committees. The members of 
these committees can be anyone in 
the campus community who has an 
interest in improving the Student 
Union and is voted onto the com­
mittee by the Board of directors. 
Overseeing the management of 
theStudentUnicmisHelgaLingren, 
the directCM* of the Student Union. 
She sees her job as, "Like running 
a small business.. .scMne people think 
it's just running a building." The 
work force that HelgaLingren over­
sees includes eight full time staff 
and between thirty-five and forty 
temporary student employees. This 
staff covers (^ration and mainte­
nance, student resources and other 
{M'ograms. 
Not covered by this staff are the 
contracted services. The food ser­
vices are being contracted to the 
foundation which (Movides their 
own staff and resources. Both the 
games and the C(^y center are con­
tracted through various private busi­
nesses. 
The Student Union is a nexus 
for campus socialization fCM* stu-
also a source feu* many useful resources and 
services. Most of all it is our Student Union, 
and to many a little piece of home at (Califor­
nia State, San Bem^ino. 
vc  dents, faculty and S^ff alike. It is 
The Student Union is more that Just a hang­
out, it is a refuge from the stress of class. 
ll,<u k « «.'• j..< .' « • I- " • • J 
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Nancy Simpson named Athletic Director 
Nancy Simpscxi, acting athletic director 
at Cal State, San Bonardino, is being ap­
pointed to succeed six-year veteran David 
Suenram as the university's athletic director, 
announced Judith Rymer, vice president f(^ 
univmity relations. 
Simpson emerges as the chnce of a uni­
versity-wide selection committee and vari­
ous campus groups who participated in inter­
viewing five candidates for the post ova* the 
past month, Rymer says. The committee, 
chaired by Rymer, is comixised of university 
faculty, staff, students, administrators, 
CSUSB alumni and community representa­
tives. 
A VictOTville resident, Simpson has been 
with Cal State since 1991, serving as senior 
women's administrator for three years. She 
also holds the titles of assistant and associate 
athletic directrx'. In addition to her experi­
ence Oi Cal State, Simpson has serv^ as 
senior associate athletic directCM* at the Uni­
versity of California, Riverside. She holds a 
master* sdegree from tbeUniversity of South-
em Mississippi. 
Simpson assumed the duties of acting 
athletic director on Jan. 20, when David 
Suenram tocdc leave frcun the university. He 
will retire from Cal State effective April 1. 
Statewide Search for the Next Student Trustee 
From Now* Sorvicos 
The search is underway fcM* a student to 
represent the 320,000 California State Uni­
versity (CSU) stunts on the CSU Board of 
Trustees. ThdCalifomiaStateStudentAsso-
ciation (CSS A) is actively seeking applicants 
who will be recmnmended to the Governor 
f(M' this crucial two year position. The new 
Student Trustee will serve fromJuly 1,1995 
through June 30,1997. 
In 1975, students succeeded in gaining a 
seat on the California State University gov­
erning board. The CSU Board of Trustees 
not only serve as guardians to the overall 
mission of the 21 campuses, but are also 
responsible for develt^ng educatkmal policy, 
overseeing the management of the fiin^, and 
reinesenting the public inieresL 
Die CSU B(xud of Trustees is compro­
mised of 24 voting members. Eighteen of 
which serve eight year terms and are ap­
pointed by the Governor. Students, Alumni, 
and Faculty associates each have a two year 
appointment to the Board. The other voting 
Trustees are ex officio members and include: 
the Governor, the Lieutenant Governor, the 
Speaker of the Assembly, the State Superin­
tendent of Public Instruction, and the Chan­
cellor. The Trustees meet seven times a year 
at the CSU Headquarters in Long Beach. 
"The Student Trustee serves as the voice 
for all CSU students," explained AnilCanelo, 
Coordinator of the Student Trustee Nominat­
ing Committee and student at CSU, Hayward. 
"We must have a Student Trustee who has the 
courage to vote for the interests of the stu­
dents, especially, when determining the qual­
ity and cost of our education!" 
"As die Trustees develc^ policy on issues 
that directly affect students, such as fees, 
admissions criteria, and curriculum. The 
Student Trustee is responsible for bringing 
the student experience to the table in order to 
keep the other Trustees abreast of changing 
student needs." stated Lorena Valenzuela, 
student at San Diego State. 
To qualify for the position of Student 
Trustee, the student must be at least a junior 
in class standing and remain a student for the 
full two-year aii^intment. The deadline to 
submit applications to the California State 
Student Association is Tuesday, February 
28, 1995 with interviews taking place on 
Saturday, April 22,1995. 
Af^lications are available at the follow­
ing offices on each campus: Associated Stu­
dents, Suident Activities and Services, Ca­
reer Placementand Planning, and Division of 
Student Affairs. 
FreeTaxForm 
Assistance Given by 
CSUSB Volunteers 
From News Services 
Low-inccane taxpayers are being offered 
free assistance with income tax preparation 
through the Accounting Association at (2al 
State, San Bernardino. 
Now through April 15 these services are 
offered free of charge on Wednesdays and 
Saturdays by Cal State students. The stu­
dents will be working under the guidance of 
university faculty or a certified accountant, 
states Dr. Joan I^tzberg, an associate pro­
fessor of management. 
The Wednesday sessions will be held in 
Jack H. Brown Hall, Room 141, on the 
CSUSB campus from 3 to 6 pm. The Satur­
day sessions will be conducted at the 
Feldheym Library, on the comer of 6lh and E. 
St. in San Bernardino from 10 am to 4 pm. 
No appointment is necessary, accoiriing 
to Kritzberg, but participants are advised to 
bring their W-2 forms and any other pertinent 
information. A copy of last year's returns 
and this year's tax forms also will be needed. 
"We are prepared to help with itemized 
deductions, child care credit, credit for the 
elderly, earned income credit and renter's 
CTedil," Kritzberg said. "We cannot prepare 
your tax return if you have self-employment 
business income, rental income, sales of ex­
changes of business property or travel ex­
pense." 
Fn- more infcxmation about this service, 
call Dr. Joan Kritzberg at 880-5714. 
IN CONCERT 
C O L U M B I A  R E C O R D I N G  A R T I S T S  
Booty Shakin*, Love Makin', 
Ground Brealdn' Funk! 
Power Pop Hooks. 
Indelible Rifis. 
Jeans & T-Shirts. 
don't miss daytime events! 
Mh0 ACG Outdoor Chalengo 
ACG means All (Conditions Gear and All (Conditions means ALL CONDITIONS 
Are you up for the Challei^ ? 
Sony MMDise Music Display 
Discover the digital, portable, recordable, virtually unshockable music wonder. It's the BIGGEST thing youll 
hear this year. Trade up to MiniDisc - Bring in your old cassettes and receive a Rolling Stone Album Guide 
California State University 
Wednesday, March 1,1995 
Daytime Events: SU Courtyard 11 am - 4 pm 
Concert: SU Events Center 8:00 pm 
Concert Tickets: FREE 
nwsicptfaesnwsiqpriie$musicpme$imisiq>rize$mii$iq>rizesinu$i<pfiie$iniisicpriie$musicpmesmM^^ 
£agaJSL 
gawApygg loofi rueruonNif^f 
"Immortal Beloved" Displays Passion 
By Melissa Pinion 
Chronicle Staff 
In the throes of human misery, 
there remains only one object that 
is the heir of survival, and that is 
passion. Passion, one of many 
things contributing to the poisoned 
controversy of the music and per­
sona of the nineteenth century ccnn-
poser, Ludwig Von Beethoven, was 
the very key to his survival. 
"I would have put an end to my 
life only for one thing; art held me 
back" (Beethoven, 1802). 
Thus, without art we would be 
denied seme of his greatest com­
positions before his natural death, 
such as the Fifth Symphony. 
Bernard Rose, director of "Im­
mortal Beloved" sheds light onto 
these concepts—the man and his 
misery. However, Rose also di­
rects the viewer's attention to the 
secret still not revealed even today, 
which is Beethoven's mysterious 
and anonymous lover. As a specu­
lation at best the theory of 
Beethoven's "Immortal Beloved" 
remains to be the only weakness of 
the film. However, as the theory is 
the premise of the film, this be­
comes dangerous. 
We begin in Vienna, 1827, as a 
few thunderous notes of the Fifth 
Symphony embrace the tone of the 
film. Ludwig van Beethoven (Gary 
Oldman) appears bleak and in his 
last dying breath (and for Coppola 
fans, he may even resemble Dracula.) 
Anton Schindler (Jeroen Krabbe), 
attains the task of searching for 
Beethoven's sole heir, the one he 
mentions in the letter to the Immor­
tal Beloved. Schindler then em­
barks upon a though investigation of 
the livers that he knew of during his 
camaraderie with the ccmpos^. 
As the search escalates, the (Act 
(Tescendos into artistic descripticHi 
of Beethoven's youth and old age. 
The scene which introduces the fabu-
Imis 'XDde To Joy" to a crowd of his 
followers takes the musician back to 
his youth. A time and age wh^ 
musical youths were beaten into be­
ing the next Mozart child prodigy 
(Beethoven was 21 when Mozart 
died), Beethoven too, was given the 
Imiises and tears of parental abuse. 
The viewer then sees Beethoven 
floating in a sea of stars that be fled 
to in hc^s thsa he could escape 
another painful beating from his in­
toxicated father. 
Another highlight lies in a show-
ASi BOX OFFICE 
1(909) 880-5933 
•peMai QDaHCe» 
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'Trenchmouth": A Canine 
Of The First Class 
By Brian Lm« 
Edtorin chief 
ing of one of the composer's sym-
{^onies in which he personally in­
structs Schindler to "search fcx* what 
the artist was thinking ." In other 
w(»'ds, his understanding of music 
grew in the mind of the original 
composer. This is where we see the 
pivotal scene that changes his fate 
with his mysterious lover. 
Of course the dark and hypnotic 
"Moonlight Sonata" was played as 
Beethoven, in his growing deaf­
ness, rested his head on the piano of 
one ofhis several Countesses. No 
mallCT how tragic the results were 
of her deceptkm against her lover, 
the tears shed during the piece sig­
nified love for the passion of the 
music as well as f(x the man. 
The irony which serves as the 
basis of the film lies with the treat­
ment of his supposed nephew Karl 
V(m Beethoven and the mother of 
Karl, Johanna. 
With his generosity toward 
young Karl, (the gift of the pretty 
"Fur Elise") we see his better side 
as vividly as we see bis daricer side; 
some evidence that Rose definitely 
recognized the Beethoven's circle 
of child abuse (Beethoven's father 
and grandfather were both drunks 
and abusive toward their children.) 
And with Ludwig's parental role 
with Karl, he also becomes abusive 
and strikes him on at least one occa­
sion. 
As one of his lovers (Isabella 
Rossellini) points out later in the 
film to Schindler, the answer has 
always been "right in front of you." 
With the mysteriousness of 
"Citizen Kane" and the thorough 
artistic and historic aspect of Peter 
SchafTer's "Amadeus", "Inunortal 
Beloved" covers all sides of Ludwig 
van Beethoven. While some of 
these sides are merely speculative, 
the accuracy and artistry in this film 
is numbing. 
"Then in 1888...he was laid to 
his final rest beside the tombs of 
Mozart, Gluck, and Schubert To 
mark the place of Beethoven's 
grave, a stone obelisk was ^ cted, 
and on his stcme a single word was 
carved: Beethoven." (Komroff, 
1973) 
After just a few minutes of lis­
tening to Vj. the Light of the Sun, 
the latest Elektra Records release 
from C^cago-based industrial band 
Trenchmouth, I formulated one 
question: what the heck is this 
crap? 
Trenchmouth is by far, without 
a doubt the worst wanna-be alter­
native band I have ever heard in my 
life—and I've heard a lot of tuiiceys. 
Not only is the "music" of most 
of the "songs" based on unintelli­
gible noise, but the lyrics are also 
so insipid that a 10-year-old could 
probably write belter tmes without 
even trying. 
Although most of the 33 min­
utes and 37 seconds of Vs. the Light 
of the Sun is a muddled mass of 
incongruent tonality, there are a 
few brief moments of mediocrity 
that I could endure listening to 
again. 
"Set the Oven at 400 Degrees" 
and "A Man Without Lungs" each 
feature decent guitar work by Chris 
De Zutter, drums by Fred Armisen, 
and vocals by Damon Locks. "How 
I Became Invincible" starts off with 
pretty g(x>d machine gun sound ef­
fects, but deteriorates rapidly. 
Although Armisen's drums are 
consistent throughout and Locks' 
vocals have their mcxnents, Wayne 
Montana's bass is constantly lost 
amidst De Zutter's blaring, out-of-
tune guitar noise and various indus­
trial sound efrects. 
Particularly annoying ^e the 
nonsensical "Washington! Wash­
ington!", the ludicrous lyrics of "A 
Prescription Written in a Different 
Language" (in which the word 
"wrong" is rhymed with itself six 
times), and the plain silly "Bricks 
Should Have Wings." 
In the already crowded field of 
"alternative" music, there is cer­
tainly no room for a canine of the 
first class like these jokers. If 
Trenchmouth ever wants lobe taken 
seriously in the music world some­
day, they will need to make drastic 
changes in their style and improve­
ments in their songwriting. But 
perhaps the best thing that 
Trenchmouth can do now is quit, 
admit that they have no talent or 
never will, and go back to pumping 
gas or whatever they did before 
making this horrid music. 
By Corlna Borsuk 
Advertising Manager 
"Wagons East" is acomical farce 
^xMit a group of settlers, unoffi­
cially beaded by Richard Lewis, 
who come to the decision that the 
west is just too tough mid wild for 
them. They decide to hire a recov­
ering alcoholic wagon master (John 
Clandy in his last screen role) to lead 
them east, back to city 
life. Along the way 
the wagon train is at­
tacked by Indians and 
a group of old time 
corporate bad guys. 
The concept itself is amusing 
and there are enough laughs to make 
it worth the rental price, but don't 
expect too much. The film never 
uses the full range of Candy's comic 
talent: While some of this may be 
due to the fact that scmie scenes had 
to be shot with a stand in for Candy, 
U I D E O R E U I E l i l  
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it is obvious that the script didn't 
leave much room for Candy to shine. 
Richard Lewis plays one of his 
standard funny, but annoying char­
acters and is a good spring-board 
for John Candy's funnier moments. 
Much like C^andy's performMice and 
most of the movie, though, Lewis is 
funny enough, but there isn't any 
spark to ignite the film or the audi­
ence. Make no mistake, he and 
others have their mo­
ments and some of 
them are une comic 
genius, there just 
aren't enough of them 
to make this movie a side-splitter. 
All in all, I'd say the film pro­
vides a cheery, light-hearted, origi­
nal look at the old west, but doesn't 
deliver much more than that. So, if 
your looking for a little amusement 
to brighten up your weekend, then 
this movie is fOT you. 
"In The Mouth Of Madness 
By Sean Bllbrew 
Chronicle Staff 
"Mouth of Madness" is John 
C^arpenter'slatesthorrorfilm. The 
movie centers around an insurance 
investigator who sets out to find a 
famous author who writes fictional 
horror stories. 
Sutter Cane's horror novels in­
fluenced his readers. The readers 
then became paranoid and violent 
as they read more and more into 
(Dane's novels. Cane's last novel 
tells about the end of the world. 
The movie has many special ef­
fects with people changing into 
nasty beasts in frcmt of your eyes. 
The movie was fine until the last 
half hour when it started to drag. 
There are parts in the movie that are 
reminiscent of "Nightmare on Elm 
Street. " Some of the dialogue 
seemed to use Biblical references 
which were difficult to follow. If 
you're the type of persai who likes 
horror movies with beasts and fast, 
heart throbbing in your throat, go 
check it out. 
THBCHRQNICtf FfmAovoo 1005 
Mike's Festival of Animation Excites and Delights 
Chronich Staff 
A bunch of big balloons bwn-
barded me as I walked curiously 
and cautiously down the aisle to my 
seat I looked around—teenagers 
sat in the back of the Landis Audi-
tcmum with smug grins and feet 
jxopped up on the rows of seats in 
front of them. Children were toss­
ing the balloons while the more 
aggressive ones laughed as the big­
gest balloons exploded in the par­
ents' faces. 
An announcer encouraged stu­
pid dog tricks on the stage as the 
audience cheered it on. The lights 
went out and my first visit to "Spike 
and Mike's Original 1995 Festival 
of Anim^on" began. 
The first feature was a hilarious 
cartoon called "Opposing Views"in 
which the old q uestion of what came 
first, the chicken or the egg was 
debated on a typical talk show. As 
their argumentgrew, thelaughsjust 
got louder. I thought John Schnall's 
short feature was the best American 
contribution to the festival. 
Solanon's "Mrs. Matisse'' mer­
ited recognition, but the approach 
catered too much to women. Hui's 
"Sleepy Guy" was really funny, but 
I saw no point to it. The poor guy 
relied too much on dreams and had 
no life. "The Dirdy Birdy" was 
funny the first two minutes, but 
ridiculous and almost crael for the 
remaining five minutes. John R. 
Dilwoith, the animator, went too 
far with the cat's violent mistreat­
ment of the ugly little bird. "Bob's 
Birthday" was very realistic as Bob 
turned the BiG 40 and his wife 
prepared a suiprise party. The show 
made me chuckle as Bob pondered 
the meaning of his life whilp the 
guests waited patiently to jump out 
and surprise. Bob and his wife left 
for dinner while the guests waited. 
I didn't really understand "The 
Monk and the Fish" by Michael 
Dubok De Wit of France. Tbe 
instrumental piece was anice break 
from the faster-paced cartoons, but 
it dragged on. "The Big Story", 
Watts and Stoten's tribute to Kirk 
Douglas was...interesting. By far, 
the unbelievable sophistication of 
"Tbe Wrong Trousers," the clay-
animated Oscar-winning film by 
Nick Park ofEngland was the most 
popular and the longest (at 29 min­
utes) of all tbe featured films. I 
cannot decide which animated fea­
ture 1 liked better, "The Janitor" by 
Vanessa Shwartz on "Triangle" by 
Erica Russell. The Janitor's reli­
gious undertone to explain natural 
happenstance was simplistically 
and innocently entertaining. 
Tbrough airbrush and sketching, 
'Triangle's" theme of man and 
woman entwined as one body was 
absolutely mesmerizing. 
I was impressed by the Festival 
of Animation. All the presentations, 
especially those done by Europe­
ans, were professionally created. 
Tbere was a show for everyone, 
though I'm not sure if everyone 
should have been able to see all 
parts of the show! The entire first 
half of the festival displayed pro­
vocative material that wasn't ap-
{xopriate for general admissicm. I 
know this because the little girl in 
fix)nt of me kept badgering me with 
questions and comments about the 
films. The second half was quite 
light and innocent, though. 
If you missed the festival this 
year, I challenge you to view "Spike 
andMike's Sick and Twisted Show" 
in the Spring. Make sure you buy 
your ticket ahead of time, as Unes 
are very long at the box office be­
fore the show. 
Informational "Open House" Held At Edwards Mansion 
Courtesy of Sue Wilcott —— 
Faculty Featured in CSUSB Recital 
From News Services 
CSUSB's Music Department 
presented afaculty voice recital and 
faculty brass recital on Sunday, 
February 19 and Monday, Febru­
ary 20, respectively. Both recitals 
were held in the Creative Arts build­
ing Recital Hall. 
Tamara Harsh, soprano, is a 
newcomer to Southern California, 
having joined the CSUSB Music 
Department faculty last fall as as­
sistant professor of voice and direc­
tor of choral activities. A seasoned 
recitalisl, she was accompanied by 
Larry McFatter on the piano, in a 
program that included Handelarias, 
Mozart and Schubert lieder, chan­
sons of Faure, cabaret songs by 
Arnold Schoenberg and songs by 
Qiarles Ives. 
The faculty brass quintet fea-
turedLarryJohansen, trumpet; Luis 
Gonzalez, trumpet; Dr. Edward 
Bostley, french horn; Dana 
Wheaton, trombone; and Lester 
Dropkin, tuba. The program in­
cluded compositions from many 
genres, including Renaissance, Ba­
roque, and a modem Dixieland Jazz 
number. 
Mary J. Blige's "My Life" Grooves 
By Angela Pattareon 
Chronicle Staff 
The woman better known as the 
"(Jueen of Hip Hop Soul" has fi­
nally returned. We all know and 
loved Mary J. Blige's first Compact 
Disc "What's the411 ?," which went 
double-platinum and hit Billboaids 
pop top 10. Now, it's two years 
later, and she has yet another 
slammin' CD. 
The ()ueen of Hip Hop Soul's 
latest CD, entiUed "My Life," is 
beuer than ever. The CD is full of 
many songs about love, loss, and 
eventual haziness. The song "My 
Life" itself is promising. Tbe beat 
is smooth and tbe lyrics are sooth­
ing. She begins the track by singing 
"Life can be only what you make it, 
when your feeling down you should 
never fake it, say what's on your 
mind and you'll fmd in time that all 
the negative energy, it will all de­
cease," In my opinion those words 
are what you'd call encouraging. 
She continues to say, "And you'll 
be at peace with yourself, you won't 
really need no one else, except for 
the Man Above, because He will 
give you love." I think this line 
speaks for itself. Later on in the 
song BUgesings, "Iknowitishard, 
but we will get by." Everyone has 
hard times, but the hard times will 
only make you appreciate the good 
times more. 
According to Vibe magazine, 
the first single from the CD tells 
you all Mary wants to be is haR)y. 
Tbe single "Be Happy" is a fast 
song you can groove to. The chorus 
states "All I really want, is to be 
happy." Later on in the song she 
wails "Life is too short to be trying 
to play some games." This is true 
for thesimplefactthatno one knows 
what the future may bring. 
In conclusion-check out the 
"(Jueen of Hip Hop Soul's" latest 
CD. It's the best CD out in my 
(pinion, and when your listening to 
it, remember... don't just listen to 
the beat, give an ear to the lyrics, 
too. 
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An Open House was held at 
Edwards Mansion, a full-service 
wedding and banquet facility in 
Redlands, on Sunday, February 19. 
The puipose of the Open House 
was to allow brides, grooms and 
those planning catered events for 
organizations, clubs, political 
groups, tour groups and businesses 
to see the restored 1890 Edwanis 
Mansion, tum-of-the-century wed­
ding chapel, garden gazebos and 
white party pavilions in the orange 
grove-all available as wedding, 
reception or banquet sites. 
The new, colossal, white party 
pavilions might be of special inter­
est to those planning receptions, 
fund raisers or other large special 
events involving 100 to 400guests. 
Tbe pavilions used concurrently can 
accommodate up to 800 guests. 
H(xs d' oeuvres and wedding 
cake samples were served and the 
mansion's D. J. and musicians pro­
vided music all afternoon. 
The mansion's resident team of 
special event providers were avail­
able to discuss wedding, reception 
or banquet plans. The following 
services were represented: cater­
ing, wedding ceremony, floral ar­
rangements, invitations, photogra­
phy,D.J. and music, tux^o rental, 
overnight acconunodations, wed­
ding and special occasion cakes, 
mamage licenses, and more. 
OJ 92.7 FM (Young New Coun­
try) broadcasted live at the Open 
House. Theygaveawayjuicewear, 
movie passes and more. In addi­
tion, those attending were able to 
register to win a free trip to Las 
Vegas. The Grand Prize is a free 
wedding ceremony at Edwards 
Mansion. 
The mansion's wedding and 
special event consultants are avail-
Edwards Mansion hosts weddings, banquets, and more. 
ableMcmday through Saturday from 
9 am to 6 pm to help plan every 
detail of the wedding or special 
event. Appoinunents are preferred 
and can be made by calling 793-
2031. Brides and c^ers planning 
jxivate functions are welcome to 
come in for a tour of the mansion. 
The mansion is locatedjustnorth 
of Interstate 10, behind the San 
Bernardino County Museum at 
2064Orange Tree Lame in Redlands. 
Take the California Street exit off 
oftheI-10. Proceed north on Cali­
fornia Street to Orange Tree Lane 
and turn right. Take the next left 
and look fw the three-story, dusty 
rose mansion in the middle of an 
orange grove. For more infonna-
tion. call (909) 793-2031. 
Math Concert 
From_Ncw8 Services 
Santa Cruz-based choreogra­
phers Karl Schaffer and Erik Stem 
mixed humor and inventiveness 
when they performed their popular 
show, "DancesfortbeMind'sEye," 
on Saturday, February 18at CSUSB 
in the Qeative Arts building Re­
cital Hall. 
"Dances for tbe Mind's, ^ ye" 
Combines Art With Invention 
expands on a show that Schaffer 
and Stem created in the mid-1980s, 
using math of all subjects as their 
inspiration and fascinating audi­
ences of every age. This new show 
goes beyond dancing by the num­
bers by adding music and theater. 
In recent years Schaffer and 
Stem have teamed up with dancer, 
mathematjci^ ..aitd ^visti^^ ar^sx 
Scott Kim, whose play with 
letterforms has given the show a 
new dimension. 
Performance pieces included 
"Wind Tunnel," an "energetic duet 
that explores surprising ways paper 
can move," and 'The Flying Ma­
chine," a fable told with ancient 
Chinese puzzle pieces. 
I . 
Inttx)ducing: Nancy Simpson, CSUSB's new Athletic Director 
By Ben Wirick 
Chronicle Staff 
There is something new in the 
athletics offices. It is not some­
thing that you probably would no­
tice, but it is a significant change 
none the less. The "Acting" in front 
of Athletic Directw Nancy Simpson 
is removed. CSUSB hired Acting 
Athletic Director Nancy Simpson 
for the Athletic Director job, just in 
time for the busiest time of the year. 
This time of year will not only see 
the conclusion of the basketball 
seasons, the beginning of the base­
ball and golf seasons, but, during 
the course of Spring Break, themove 
form the 'Temptxary Offices" to 
the offices in the new athletic facil­
ity. 
In the next couple of weeks. 
Simpson will also be hiring the 
men's volleyball and women's ten­
nis head coaches so that those 
coaches can get their scheduling 
and staff ready for the 95-96 sea­
son. These two new sports will be 
added to theeight teams thatCSUSB 
fields, which are Women's volley­
ball, soccer, basketball and soft-
ball. On the men's side, CSUSB 
offers soccer, basketball, baseball 
and golf for students to participate 
in and for the students at CSUSB to 
support. 
Student support is certainly 
what Simpson would like most. "I 
want to get the students more in­
volved with Cal State Athletics," 
says Simpson. And that is what one 
of her major personal goals is-to 
get create an atmosphere on cam­
pus, where the students and the 
athletes embrace one another. "I 
would like to create a source of 
pride on the CSUSB campus," says 
the new A.D. 
But what ways will she help 
CSUSB Athletics get the recogni-
ticHi that they deserve? Well cer­
tainly the new gym will help for the 
upcoming basketball and volley-
seasons. Simpson would like 
to enhance funds for a track facility 
and more adequate baseball facility 
on the CSUSB campus (which 
would mean lights, bleachers etc.). 
The addition of the two new sports 
will help in the increase student 
involvement. "I think that the new 
facility along with the new sports, 
men's volleyball and women's ten­
nis, will attract students to CSUSB 
athletics." 
So Simpson will try to CSUSB 
students more involved in partici­
pating and supporting CSUSB ath­
letics. But what does she do in her 
day to day qierations? What does 
the Athletic Director do? The Ath­
letic Director oversees all of the day 
to day operations of the Athletic 
Department. She will oversee all of 
the fund raising efforts by the indi­
vidual sports. The Athletic Direc­
tor will ^ so be involved in the schol­
arship that are awarded to athletes 
thatplayfcxCSUSB. Simpson will 
also have to help the head coaches 
with scheduling for next year's 
teams. Simpson also believes that 
the Athletic Director should be 
available for any student to come to 
her with any question that they might 
have. Whethersheisataba^etball 
game, or eating lunch on campus, 
Simpson wants students to know 
that she is available to them when­
ever die students come to her with 
questions, comments orccxnplaints. 
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HOW TO GET YOUR lOLLIES 
AT COLLEGE 24 HOURS A DAY. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Open a tab at a diner. 
Belgian waffles and cheese fries with gravy 
are delicious, regardless of the hour. 
Visit a local court of law. 
Plenty of seating, unique conversation-and 
drama that improves the later it gets. 
Be the gym night janitor. 
Work out at your leisure and never wait 
in line for lat pulldowns or the erg. 
Get a Citibank Classic card. 
For your peace of mind, operators are on 
call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU. " 
To app ly ,  ca l l  I -800-CITIBANK.  
Such a^emanding job makes her a 
very busy woman. "It (the Athletic 
Director position) certainly does 
have its challenges, but it is excit­
ing." 
What is also exciting, for those 
of us paying for tuition, is that due 
to the IRP Referendum, any CSUSB 
student can get into any CSUSB 
spCMling event for free. Supporting 
CSUSB Athletics will not cost you 
a penny. 
Nancy S impson has taken over 
the Athletic helm with "CSUSB on 
the Rise." "We know where we 
want to go," says Simpson, "We 
want to continue along that path (of 
continuing improvement) to be­
come as strong a Division n school 
as we can, and that is certainly 
something to strive for." 
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Coyotes Play 'Kick The Canyon'... All the Way Home 
By Ban Wirick 
Chronid» Staff 
Ute Men's Basketball game, 
February 18th, was a game of two 
different teams with two different 
styles. 
Grand Canyon University 
(GCU) had gotten to a second place 
in league by pounding the bsdl in­
side, using their power, force, 
weight,andheightadvantage. With 
players of 6'9" and 6'10", Grand 
Canyon was very good at what they 
did. 
In the other comer of the ring 
lay the CSUSB Coyotes—a team 
that destroys its prey by being faster, 
quicker, and by opening up the floor 
with a barrage of three pointers. 
The Coyotes came in to die game 
fifth in the CCAA. They were 
looking to get the Hrst of their nec­
essary three wins, and by doing so, 
making the playoffs. 
Early on, the game was GCU 
control!^. They were doing ev­
erything right, and the Coyotes 
stood baffled. Ibe suddenly av^en 
Coyotes found themselves down 
by ten, 6-16 with 14:15 left in the 
half. 
But suddenly—the tides 
turned... A lob to the hoop and a 
dunk by the Coyotes set up a play 
that not only excited the crowd and 
themselves but also showed Grand 
Canyon that this, indeed, was going 
to be a game. 
Grand Canyon called a time 
outafter receiving an offensive foul. 
Leading 8-16, GCU's feeling started 
to slip away. It vanished com­
pletely when Lou Williams made a 
three pointer. 
'^e Coyotes' defense became 
much more aggressive, and amaz­
ingly enough, it paid off. Tbey 
forceda few turnovers, while Randy 
Brown, in his typical season-style. 
started to take over the glass. The 
CSUSB defense forced GCU to at­
tempt shots from the outside, or at 
least settle f^ something, and that 
cleariy was not in the cards. 
TTie Coyotes took advantage 
with their speed by picking up ev­
ery loose l^. TTiey out-hustled 
GCU and cmce the ball was in pos­
session, CSUSB was off to the races. 
Like a turtle struggling after the 
hare, GCU tried to keep up with the 
Coyotes' lead of 48-35. 
During the first half the Coy­
otes held the shocked Grand Can­
yon team to 34% shooting from the 
field, while the Coyotes shot 51%. 
The second h^f was more of 
the same. GCU would make a run 
for it, get within nine points, and 
watch passively while die Coyotes 
would answer with a three pointer. 
OrCSUSB would getacouple stops, 
and bring the lead back up to fif­
teen. 
The Coyotes put GCU to its 
final resting place with a7-0run the 
last five minutes of the game. David 
Johnson's three pointer, one of five 
in the game, m^ed the coffin on 
GCU. 
The Coyotes simply dtxninated 
GCU. Every aspect of the game 
belonged to CSUSB. With the final 
score 108-90, the Coyotes still 
needtwo road wins in the final two 
games of the season against Cal 
Poly Pomona and UCR in order to 
mate the Conference playoffs, if 
they continue to play like this, they 
just might. 
John Bifdwdl 
Clarence Turnage (Number 12) goes up for a reverse chink during Friday 
night's 108-90 Homecoming game vicory over Grand Canyon. 
Hopes for Conference Playoffs Not Out of Sight for Lady Coyotes 
By Ben Wirick 
Chronicia Staff 
Frcwi first to fourth in 24 sec­
onds. That's the way that the 
Women's Basketball game went on 
Thursday night against Cal State 
Dominguez Hills. BothDominguez 
Hills and CSUSB entered the game 
with 4-3 CCAA records. CSUSB 
was coming off a 72-70 win aganst 
Cal Poly Pomona and would have 
had, as they found out mid-way 
through the game, a share of the 
Conference lead. 
The Coyotes got off to a slow 
start Tbeir offense was settling for 
outside shots, and not really getting 
the ball into the post. Hie middle of 
the CSUSB defense was exposed 
by plenty of dribble penetrations, 
often leading to easy shots for 
Dominguez Hills. The Coyotes 
found themselves in an early hole, 
and we all settled in for a long night. 
However, basketball is full of 
runs, and the Coyotes put together a 
17-3 run to take the le^ in the game 
33-29. This run was sparked by 
Keisha Allison, who came off the 
bench as was an immediate impact 
on the boards and scoreboard. 
Allison came in to score two bas­
kets for the Coyotes and grab four 
rebounds. Mary Alice Lott was a 
major contributor to the four point 
lead that the Coyotes enjoyed at the 
half. 
The second half went back and 
forth, like aclose tug-of-war match. 
CSUSB was just a little stronger. 
The Coyotes lead most of the sec­
ond half, by a maximum of five 
points. 
Witbover a minute left, CSUSB 
rebounded their own miss from the 
front end of a one-on-one foul shot, 
only to be tied up, and have a jump 
ball called. The arrow point^ to­
wards an anxiuos looking CSUSB 
Bench. It was a CSUSB ball, with a 
57-57 tie on hand. 
The Coyotes capitalized on the 
favtxable posession arrow. Telana 
Courseault scored the last of her 12 
points with 59 seconds left 
When the Dominguez 
Hills Torros got the ball, the Coy­
otes fouled Faye Hagan, a juniOT 
/T 
The Blues 
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Vintage Qothing 
501 Levis 
Leather Jackets 
Flight Jackets 
Levi Jackets 
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#16 N. 6th Street 
Redlands, CA 92346 
Kevin or Jo (909)798-8055 
forward. Hagan went to the line to 
shoot (me and one. The first shot 
went in, but the second one bounced 
out of the rim, only to be tied on the 
attempted rebound. The once fa­
vorable possession arrow turned 
against the Coyotes, aiKl gave the 
ball to Dominguez Hills. They, as 
the Coyotes did before them on the 
possession arrow, c^italized with 
a good ball movement that turned 
into a lay-up, and ulimitely, a one 
point deficit for the Coyotes with 
only 24 seconds left on the clock. 
The Coyotes called time out, 
and got the ball in ahalf court They 
ran a play that ended up with a 
missed jump shot and aDominguez 
Hills rebound. 
The Coyotes immediately 
fouled. With 1:14 seconds left, se­
nior Pam Kirkwook sunk both ends 
of the one shot, that gave 
Dcxninguez Hills a threepointllead 
with only 14 seconds left. 
Dominguez Hills set up in a 
full court press, that made it a little 
more difficult for the Coyotes to get 
the ball to half court. Howver, once 
the ball crossed the half court line, 
time out was called. Tbeer were 
nine ticks left on the clock, and 
three ticks between the Coyotes and 
the Torros. 
The Coyotes took the ball out 
at half court and got it in bounded. 
They set up their play, which was to 
Shelley Dungo, who had already 
hit a three in the game. She never 
really got her feet set and the ball 
fell short of the basket, into a 
Dcmiinguez Hills player. The Coy­
otes immediately fouled, and got 
the call with one tick remaining on 
theclpck. Freshman Kellie Lennon 
The secret's 
out! 
LAICW 
North Pointe 
is the best rental value in the Inland Empire 
Can you believe It?! 
itm You can get a 1 bedroom, fully applianced apartment 
with vaulted ceiling, fireplace, and FREE Cable TV 
for just $400! 
There are 2 pools, 3 spas, a fitness center, 
racquetball court, and so much more at this well-maintained 
community, you've got to see it for yourself! 
Visit today and ask about our special 
1 month free rent offerJI* 
Based on 1 year lease agreement and approved credit. Call for detai/f. 
1265 Kendall Drive, San Bernardino 
(909) 881-3305 
sank both free throws, giving 
Dcxninguez Hills a five point lead, 
and the game. 
The loss puts the Coyotes into 
a tie for fourth/fifth with Grand 
Canyon. The Coyotes still have 
UCR and CAl State Los Angeles to 
play on the road. In the CCAA, only 
the top four teams make it to the 
Conference Tournament, so the 
Coyotes will have to play well 
against two of the three teams that 
are tied for first place (the Coyotes 
are officially one game out.) 
However, if the Coyotes play 
well, and if they continue to get 
exceptional performances like they 
did against Dominguez Hills from 
players like Celeste Gude (12 points 
amd 11 rebounds), they'll be in the 
Conference plavoffx 
GRADUATE FROM 
HIGH SCHOOL TO HIGH-TECH. 
Look in the mirror. 
You'll see a young person 
who could probably qual­
ify for high-tech training 
in the U.S. Army, 
Satellite communica-
tions...avionics...digitaI 
systems...computers... 
lasers...fiber optics... 
The Army gives you a choice of over 50 specialty 
skills on the cutting edge of toda/s technology. Any 
of them will give you a big edge on a bright future. 
Look in on your local Army Recruiter and ask 
about high-tech training for your future in today's 
modern Army. 
1-800-USA-ARMY 
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE! 
Pay off that outstanding loan! 
From Newt Servico* 
The Qinton adininistration has 
announced that Ixxrowers will have 
a new opportunity to pay off de­
faulted loans through mcHithly pay­
ments based chi income-or face 
having their wages garnished. 
The U.S. Department of Edu-
caticm will continue in 1995 to col­
lect loans of borrowers who are in 
default through IRS offset against 
borrowers' federal inccxne tax re­
funds. 
Under the new system, default­
ers with loan balances still outstand­
ing will be notified by mail that 
they can cure their default by nego­
tiating a repayment plan based on 
income and outstanding balance. 
This collection action has been 
highly successful over the past eight 
years, but collecting the entire loan 
by refund offset often tocric years. 
In addition, there were concerns 
that some defaulted borrowers be­
came aware of the plan and rear­
ranged their withholdings to avoid 
a tax refund. 
Defaulters who fail to arrange 
a repayment plan with the Educa-
ticxi Department may now have their 
wages garnished. Defaulted bor­
rowers who receive garnishment 
notices have 30 days to object to the 
proposed garnishment. 
"Some defaulters don't repay 
their loans because they can't af­
ford the monthly payment," said 
U.S. Secretary of location Rich­
ard W. Riley. "We now have op­
tions that enable respcmsible bor­
rowers to make affordable pay­
ments. Butthose who refuse to pay 
face serious sanctions." 
In addition to being subject to 
the threat of federal income tax 
refundoffsetand wage garnishment, 
defaulters are ineligible for further 
federal student aid (both loans and 
grants), have their default status 
repealed to credit bureaus, and risk 
being denied credit cards or other 
loans. Defaulters who establish 
and honor a repayment plan can 
avoid offset of federal income tax 
refunds or earned income tax cred­
its they qualify to receive. 
Leo Komfeld, senicw advisor 
to the education secretary for direct 
lending, added, "I encourage indi­
viduals who may have defaulted 
loans to take advantage of this op­
portunity to repay their loans at an 
amount they can ^ ford and get back 
into good standing," Komfeld said. 
Collection of student loans by 
offset (Or withholding) of lax re­
funds began in 1986. Last year, the 
department collected $598 million 
through IRS withholding of federal 
income tax refunds frtnn an esti­
mated 780,000 taxpayers who were 
in a default on a student loan. 
In fiscal year 1994, defaulted 
student loans cost taxpayers some 
$2.4 billion. Default costs hit an 
all-time high of $3.6 billion in FY 
1991, but have dropped steadily 
each year since through a combina­
tion of tougher sanctions against 
high-default schools and continued 
action against defaulters. 
F(x^ further information about 
the new repayment provision, call 
the U.S. Vacation Department's 
Debt Customer Service toll-free at 
1-8(X)-621-3115. 
All expenses paid 
Free language training 
$5,400 in savings 
V 
Apply Now 
for Spring placement! 
(800)424-8580 
J 
The cheering for the recent Republican 
takeover has come to an abrupt ending 
By Brian Lms 
Edtorin chief 
Even before the first 100 days 
of the new Republican Congress . 
has passed, the cheering has al­
ready subsided. In the wake of the 
massive Republican victory last 
November aiid the official actions 
of this new Congress th£U com­
menced in January, the cheers have 
turned to a genei^ cause for con­
cern. 
Let's put aside for the moment 
the outrageous hypocritical state­
ments Newt Gingrich has made 
about his wife and family values, 
w(»nen in foxholes (not that the 
Newt would ever know what this is 
like since he is a DRAFT 
DODGER), and that criminal book 
deal with mass communications 
czarRupertMurdoch. Many work­
ing class white males could care 
less about these things. 
But what if we told them that 
the Newt advocated eliminating the 
minimum wage, favored corporate 
downsizing at the expense of 
America's middle class, and con­
cealed from the American public 
the spending cuts necessary to make 
the "Balanced B udget Amendment" 
WOTk? 
And what if we told them that 
white males, the group that over­
whelmingly flocked like lemmings 
to the Republican party last No­
vember, have been betrayed and 
deceived (once again) by the party 
that falsely claims every day tohave 
their best interests at heart? 
Let's start with the minimum 
wage issue and the illogical hypoc­
risy that the Republicans offer as 
their typically moronic party line. 
Here's the deal: the Republicans 
blab and blab about how they want 
welfare reform and how people on 
welfare should be forced to work 
for a living, even if that means they 
get paid the minimum wage. But 
bow many of these people are go­
ing to work for these wages when 
they can get more money a month 
collecting welfare? 
Furthermore, many Republi­
cans-including the Newt himself-
want to see the concept of the mini­
mum wage eliminated period. That 
way, businesses that help Republi­
cans buy electitms can exploit white 
male workers (and everyone else) 
just like they exploit undocumented 
immigrants by paying them adollar 
an hour. 
The proposal to increase the 
minimum wage from $4.25 an hour 
to $5.00 an hour would ncM only 
provide a better incentive to get 
people off of welfare and back to 
wcxk, but it would also help strug­
gling COLLEGE STUDENTS who 
must fight the ever-increasing costs 
of tuition with barely livable wages. 
To show all of you white, col­
lege-attending males who voted for 
them las t November bow much they 
appreciated your vote, the 
Republicans(as ignorant as usual) 
announced that they will immedi­
ately destroy anything that even 
looks like an attempt to increase the 
minimum wage. In other words, 
their message to America is "don't 
bother pn^sing anything we don't 
like because we won' t even take the 
time to consider it and put it to a 
democratic vote." 
NEWS ANALYSIS 
For those who actually survive 
on $4.25 an hour and make it through 
college only to become a pawn of 
corporate America, there is more 
badnewsforyouonceagain. That's 
right, it's the wwld of "corporate 
restructuring and downsizing," 
sponsored by the "CORPORATE 
WELFARE" of the Republican 
party. 
Let's look at some interesting 
statistics on what ccxporate America 
is doing to all of you out there. 
According to Richard J. Bamet 
of the Institute of Policy Studies in 
Washington, the middle class and 
those white males who bleed cor­
porate patriotism are an endangered 
species. Here's why: 
1. The average chief executive 
officer in American corporatitms 
now makes 149 times the average 
factory worker's pay. 
2. The average pay increase 
was 30% last year for the 23 CEOs 
whose ct^porations eliminated the 
most American jobs. 
3. The corporate share of 
American income taxes has drof^red 
from 23% of the total at the end of 
the 1950s to 9.2% now. 
4. The median earnings of the 
2 million American men between 
45 and 54 with four years of college 
fell inconstant dollars from $55,000 
in 1972 to $41,898 in 1992. 
5. Eighteen percent of Ameri­
can wOTkers with full-timej obs have 
earnings below the official poverty 
level. 
CCassy CCoset iR s^aCe & Consignment 
\ 
CadUs cfiUdrtn's mens 
2nd time aroundfasftions 
high quality clothing at Um>, Una prices 
2$9 "E. 40thSt. QQO 1 Q tCC. 
A 5at t  'Bemardino ' loDb J 
6. Since 1973, the number of 
American children growing up in 
poverty has increased by 50%. 
7. Of the 2 million middle-
aged college graduates with declin­
ing real income, all but 150,000 aie 
white men, which is ironic if you 
consider last November's midterm 
elections-most of those poor fools 
mistakenly believed Bill Clinton 
was the problem. 
Bamet sums up these statistics 
this way: "CtMporate executives 
disavow any special relationship to 
the United States and its 
people...they are walking away from 
the enormous public problems that 
their private decisions create for 
American society." Gee, if we 
didn't know any better, we might 
think that he was describing the 
relationship of the Republican party 
to its constituents. 
And the biggest problem still 
remains: CORPORATE WEL­
FARE. Corporate welfare, the wel­
fare problem you'll never hear Re­
publicans lalkabout, comes in many 
f(xms. Whetheritbehugetaxbieaks 
in exchange fcM* votes or govern­
ment subsidies to the tobacco in­
dustry (among others) paid by white 
men who think the Newt and Jesse 
"nicotine-for-brains" Helms are on 
their side. 
Finally, why is this "Balanced 
Budget Amendment" so top secret 
that the public can't be made aware 
of its objectives and why was it 
passed so quickly and so sneakily? 
Because the Republicans knew that 
the pec^le who were hoodwinked 
into voting for them in the first 
place would be angered by their 
plans. These plans include more 
corporate welfare at the expense of 
cuts in social security, medicare, 
educational programs, and anything 
else that does not benefit greedy 
corporate America or the military 
industrial complex. What else is 
new? Now white males who voted 
Republican can worry about their 
mothers, fathers, grandmothers, 
grandfathers, and children too. 
Aixl since the Republicans are 
also attempting to dismantle the 
recently passed Crime Bill, adding 
more hypocrisy to their pseudo 
"tough on crime" stance, a very 
curious question arises for all those 
white males who voted Republi­
can: WHY? 
YOUR 
OPINION 
COUNTS 
TOO! 
Share your 
most intimate 
feeiings—write 
a letter to the 
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What your credit report says about you and your spending habits 
PAGS15 
CourtMy of th* FMeral Rw«rv« 
BikofPttModolphla 
Qurecnnnnivishflfiednn credit. 
Most pet^le finance their homes 
with mortgages and pay for their 
cars with loans. Young people of­
ten (4)tain loans to pay for college. 
And, of course, countless pec^le 
routinely make purchases with 
credit canls. 
We can't expect to receive 
credit as a matter of course, bow-
ever. We must t^)ply for it. And 
just as you would ic hesitant to lend 
money to a stranger, no bank, re­
tailer, or flnance company will grant 
you credit without knowing some-
diing about you. 
What i.s a credit repoit? A 
credit report is a record of your 
credit activities. It lists any credit-
card accounts or loans you may 
have, the balances, and bow regu­
larly you make your payments. It 
also ^ows if any action has been 
taken against you because of un­
paid bills. 
Where do credit repnrisi rnmp 
from? In most cases, frcxn credit 
bureaus (also called credit-report­
ing ccxnpanies), which collect in­
formation about our credit activi­
ties and stcR'e it in giant databases. 
TTie credit bureaus charge a fee for 
supplying the information. 
Today, there are three major 
credit bureaus that operate nation­
wide, plus many smaller compa­
nies serving loci markets. 
Who is allowed in see m v credit 
report? Credit bureaus can {Mwide 
information only to the following 
requestors: 1) creditors who are 
considering granting or have 
granted you credit; 2) employers 
considering y«i for employment, 
promotion, reassignment, or reten­
tion; 3) insurers considering you 
for an insurance policy or review­
ing an existing policy; 4) govern­
ment agencies reviewing your fi­
nancial status in connecdon with 
issuing you certain licenses or gov­
ernment benefits; and 5) anyone 
else with a legitimate business rea­
son f(x needing the information 
(such as a potential landlord). 
Oedit bureaus also furnish re­
ports if so required by coun orders 
or federal jury subpoenas. And 
they will also issue your report to a 
third party if you give them written 
instructions to do so. 
What tvne of infnnnaiinn nn 
mv credit renort'> 
1: Identifying information-. 
Your name (including if you're a 
Sr., Jr., or a m), nicknames, current 
and previous addresses, social se­
curity number, year of birth, cur­
rent and (Mvvious ^(^oyers, and, 
if ^^icaUe, your qxMise's name. 
2: Credit information-. The ac­
counts you have with banks, retail­
ers, credit-card issuers, and other 
lenders. The accounts are listed by 
type of loan (mortgage, student loan, 
revolving credit), tte date you 
opened the account, )mir credit limit 
or the loan amount, any co-signos 
of the loan, and your payment pat-
tem over the past two years. 
3: Public record information: 
State and county court records on 
bankruptcy, tax liens, or monetary 
judgments. (Some credit-reptnting 
companies list nonmonetary judg­
ments as well.) 
4: Inquiries: The names of 
those who have obtained copies of 
your credit report within the last six 
months (two years for employment 
purposes). 
Where do the credit-rerx^rting 
comnanie.s get their information? 
Fr(xn parties that have previously 
extended credit to you, such as the 
department store that issued you a 
cr^t card OT the bank that granted 
you a personal loan. 
Do the credit-repnrting com­
panies make the dp.ci<;ion whether 
to grant me the loan? No. The 
credit-reporting companies only 
supply the information about your 
cre^thislory. Itis the lenders them­
selves who make the decision 
whether to grant you credit. 
Why should I nhrain a rnpy pf 
mv credit repnif> To avoid any 
unwelcome surprises. It's espe­
cially important to see a copy of 
your credit report before you a|:^ly 
fOT, say, a car loan, a mortgage, or 
a credit card. Errors in credit re­
pents are not uncommon. Keep in 
mind, however, that they are not a 
part (tf a conspiracy against you; 
they're simply the result of human 
oror. 
How do ermrs in reports hap­
pen? Think about how often a mis­
spelling of your name or a mistake 
in your street address shows up on 
a piece of your mail. Thenimagine 
the possibility for errw in a report 
that contains many more points of 
information about you. Cases of 
mistaken identity, out-of-date in­
formation, and outright inaccura­
cies can easily occur. 
What .should T tin if I find an 
error on mv credit repoit? Notify 
the credit-reporting company im­
mediately. If the company cannot 
Special Stuaenf 
• A,:u ';Oung aclu'its 14 - ... 
'Not ,- 3 with ari; oth>;r di?-
confinn the infmnation undo' dis­
pute, it will be r^oved from your 
file and a corrected report will be 
srat to those parties you specify 
who have received your reptxt 
within the past six mon^s (or within 
two years if the party requested 
your report for employmrat pur­
poses). 
What if the credit-repMting 
company stands by its repoit? You 
have the right to present your side 
of the st(M7 in a brief statement, 
which the creditbureau must attach 
U) your credit file. Anyone request­
ing a copy of your credit report 
would also autcxnatically receive 
your statement (or a summary 
codifaction of it) unless the credit 
bureau deems it irrelevant or frivo­
lous. 
What should T rin if T am rtpnif>r| 
credit because of .somethiny in mv 
credit report'^ The lender denying 
you credit must give you the name 
and address of the oedit bureau 
that provided the credit lepott At 
that point, you have up1030days to 
request a free disdosore. Most 
ccMisumer-ieportiiig agoicies pro­
vide consumers with oopiesctf^ tbdr 
lepCMts. A few may n^oe discio-
suie only in persoD or hy teiephoiK. 
lite credit bureau is obligated 
to let you know the nature and 
substance of all informatioD con­
tained in yotir report ItUHistalso 
tell you the souroesrtf the informa­
tion and the recqHeots (^ consumer 
reports for the previous six innnth«t 
(two years for reports fiimisbed for 
onploymait purposes). 
How long dnes infnmiarinn 
stav on mv credit report? Gener­
ally, the oedit bureau must auto­
matically delete informatiantm ad­
verse credit instance that aremore 
than seven years old and any bank­
ruptcies that are more than 10 yeas 
old. Howevo, these rales do not 
apply to infwinatioo provided for 
credit transactions involvii^ aprin-
dpal amount of $50,000tn'moie, or 
enq>loyment of an individual ai an 
annual salary of $20,000 or more. 
How do I get a copy nf my 
OCdiUecfillZ Write or call the three 
m^or credit bureaus. 
IiKlude your name, address, 
telephone number, iM'evious ad­
dresses (for the last five ye£B^), your 
social security number, and your 
date of birth. If you are married, be 
sure to include the same informa-
ti(Mi for your spouse. 
You may be charged a fee, un­
less your request comes within 30 
days of having been denied credit 
on the basis of information con-
mined in a report. 
Keep in mind that the three 
large bureaus do not necessarily 
sb^ infMmation with each other. 
Tbe coiuent of your credit report 
can vary across bureaus, so it's a 
good id^ to request copies of each 
one. 
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NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY­
MENT - Over 25,000 openings! 
Excellent benefits & bonuses. 
For more information call: 1-
206-545-4804 ext. N59851. 
ATTENTION ALL STU­
DENTS! Over $6 Billion in 
private sector grants & scholar­
ships is now available. All 
students are eligible. Let us help. 
For more info, call: 1-800-263-
6495 ext. F59851. 
FINANCIAL AH) FOR 
COLLEGE - GUARANTEED 
RESULTS LOWEST COST! 
24hr recorded message gives 
details. (909) 864-8944 ext. 113 
THESIS - typed according to 
University Guidelines 
Brochures, Resumes, Term-
papers—All Styles 
Laser Printing - Editing and 
grammar checks 
Pick Up and Delivery Service. 
Call "Al" - (909) 899-8046 
February 22,1995 
2.- 00 p. m. to 00 p. m. 
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HOW TO BE A 
A Humormis 
Guide lb Your 
New Life 
By V^lt Ratchford 
lliu»twlKJ By L®» MotrU 
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,  SAN BERNARDINO 
signing his new book 
HOW TO BE A 
SUCCESSFUL BACHELOR 
EXPAND YOUR CASH 
FLOW - No Investing, No 
Selling, No Jokes - Call (909) 
876-5790. 
FOR LEASE - 3 bedroom, 1 3/4 
bath house. Nice Yard. Nice 
neighborhood. 1 1/2 miles from 
Cal State. $795/month. Call 
Russ 619-951-2663. 
PRODUCTION MGR 
TRAINEE 
Inland Empire printing co. has a 
Trainee psoition available. 
College degree in graphic arts, 
Business or related discipline, 
with some experience preferred. 
Successful candidate must be 
computer literate. 
Send resume to: DAC, 6048 
Eastwood Ave., Alta Loma, CA 
91737 
Fax: 909-466-9849 
STUDENTS 
Over 120 manufacturers need 
you to assemble products at 
home. Circuit boards, jewelry, 
holiday decorations, etc. Earn 
$280 to $652 weekly. 
Part time / full lime. Experience 
unnecessary / will train. 
You're paid weekly. 
Call 1-602-680-7444 ExL lOOlC. 
HIGH ENERGY INDIVIDU­
ALS with communication and 
leadership skills. Management 
positions availabel. Fast growing 
health and environmental 
company. Call 884-6867, ask for 
Alex or Lilian for interviews. 
LOST - Black Female Tiny 
Poodle, answers to "SPHINX" 2/ 
4/95 in Wrighlwood. Owner 
Devastated. REWARD. 
619-750-4285, 619-436-3698. 
FOR RENT - Imi from CSUSB, 
3bd/27jba, 1760sf, 2car gar, 3yT 
new, poolsixe backyard, assume 
87j% FHA, $138,500, owner 
883-5474 
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Goings on at A.S.I.- Jan. 31 and Feb. 7 
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By Brenda Gazzar 
fecial to The Chronicle 
The year is flying by, and 
CSUSB is once again preparing for 
Associated Students Incorporated 
(A.S.1.) elections for the offices of 
President, V.P., Controller, and 
Board of E>irectorpositions. A.S.I, 
is a non-profit, student-run corpo­
ration that provides students repre­
sentation on campus-wide commit­
tees and services such as the Col­
lege Legal Clinic, the Box Office, 
and the A.S.I. Marke^lace. Most 
importantly A.S.I, offers students 
the chance to get involved, make a 
visible difference on campus, and 
develop leadership skills. 
Every student autcnnatically be­
comes a member of A.S.I. when 
they enroll at the University and 
pay their annual $36.00 fee. The 
fees are as follows: $14.00 for fall 
quarter and $11.00 for winter and 
spring quarters respectively. This 
year the Board allocated money to 
send representatives to state-wide 
lobbying conferences, to purchase 
an electronic Kiosk information sys­
tem, financial aid, scholarships, a 
Chamber of Commerce mix^, and 
gave m many campus clubs and 
(x^ganizations. Issues such as cam­
pus parking, student fees, and cam­
pus programming are also discussed 
regularly. Board ofDirector Mem­
bers are required to serve at least 
two office hours a week, attend the 
weekly Tuesday meetings where 
they represent their constituents by 
voting on various prqwsals, and do 
the necessary research on the agenda 
items. Juan Gcmzalez, the Board of 
Directtx of the school of Humani­
ties, believes the experience he has 
gained from the corporation has 
prepared him for the "real wtxld." 
The executive positions of 
A.S.I.,ftesident,Viceftesidentand 
Controller of the corporation exert 
considerably more time and effort, 
as they are full time employees. 
Accor^ng to A.S.I. by-laws, the 
duties of President include, among 
other things, being the chief execu­
tive officer and official spokesper­
son for the Associated Students Inc, 
ex-officio, non-voting member of 
the A.S.I. Board of Directors, and 
student representative to the Uni­
versity A(^inistrative Council and 
the Student Union Board of Direc­
tors. Lou Monville, our current 
President, says diat the decision to 
become A.S.I. President should not 
be taken lightly. 
Responsibilities of the Vice 
President include saving as stu­
dent representative to the Student 
Union Board of Directors, the Sec-
Fositions students may run for: 
Board of Director in the follow­
ing schools: Business and Public 
Administration, Education (Lib­
eral Studies), Humanities, Natu­
ral Sciences, Social and Behav­
ioral Sciences, Interdiscplinary 
Studies/ Special Majors or Dual 
Majors,Undeclared majors. 
Graduate Studies program 
Board of Director At Large (2 
positions available) 
Board of Director representing 
Coachella Valley 
A.S.I. President 
A.S.I. Vice President 
A.S.L Controller 
Budget Deficit and Public Safety 
Upcoming A.S.I. Elections 
Discussed at Last Two Meetings 
Chair, Jose Cabrera, attended the hires. Enrollment shcxtfall has made 
University Diversity Committee 
By Victoria Besedin 
Chronicle Staff 
retary of the Corporation, the 
CSUSB Alunmi Association and 
the University Affirmative Action 
Advisory Committee, and being a 
voting member of the Finance 
Board. James Lai, our Vice Presi­
dent says the position of V.P. takes 
sanebody who is self-motivated 
and willing to put in extra hours 
apart from what's explicitly stated 
in the by-laws. The upcoming Vice 
President will be taking even more 
responsibility next year by taking 
charge of the Inter Club Council, 
upon approval of the Board. 
The A.S.I. Controller serves as 
the official chief fiscal officer re-
spcmsible for the fiscal operation of 
A.S.I. The Controller is respon-
sibleforpreparingandpresenting a 
comprehensive Controller's report 
including income, investments, ex­
penditures and available funds, 
for collecting and analysing budget 
datafcx the annual budget, and chair­
ing the A.S.I. Finance Board. Our 
Controller, Chrissy Tobiason, says, 
"Being A.S.I. Controller has been a 
very positive experience. I've 
learned a lot about fiscal manage­
ment of a corporaticm, and have 
gotten an opportunity to work with 
the students and the administration 
for the betterment of our univer­
sity." 
TTie Executive Officers woric 
very hard to ensure that the corpo­
ration runs smoothly and are com­
pensated by receiving full tuition 
from the University. For those in­
terested in running for either an 
Executive posititm or a Board Di­
rector position, pick up an Election 
packet from the A.S.I, offices be­
tween February 21 and March 7, no 
later than 4 p.m.. You will receive 
additional information in the pack­
ets as well as in informational meet­
ings. Pick up your packet today! 
Unallocated funds are 
$84,653.46. A mandate was set 
which requires all present commit­
tee chairs to give written reports 
after each event. Inadequate infor­
mation from past chairpersons 
caused this rule, detailing effec­
tiveness and fiscal expenditures. 
Budget procedures are underway 
and the public is invited to attend 
with the next hearing following the 
Finance Board meeting from 10:30 
a.m. to noon Tuesday, Feb. 21. De­
liberations will be on Thursday, 
Feb. 23. 
Tbe first part of the parking 
survey results are being tabulated. 
Vice-President James Lai received 
a complaint from a student about 
the ^pearance of the University 
kiosk board. Education Qiair Paul 
Castillo and Graduate Students 
ChairLindaComwall requested that 
no more than $5,000 from 
unallocated funds to ASI Donations 
be used to purchase the Electronic 
Kiosk for the Student Union. The 
cost of the kiosk will be approxi­
mately $17,500. 
Mr. William Shun, Director of 
Physical Planning andDevelopment 
gave a presentation at the Jan. 31 
meeting about the placemen t of pro­
posed bicycle parking ramps around 
campus. Hiis should be a welcome 
addition to the campus for many 
students who do not (frive to school. 
Chair Lou Monville met with 
Vice President of Administration 
and Finance, DeMauro to address 
concerns about Public Safety on 
campus. Apparently, two years ago, 
campus events' fees were revised 
and have not changed. Since the 
student body has bectxne more ac­
tive, has increased in size, and will 
be in the community's eye more 
often, m(xe events have not been 
free. It was resolved by Public Safety 
that they will charge a flat fee to 
everyone on campus. 
DeMauro was the guest speaker 
at the Feb. 7 ASI meeting to discuss 
the public safety issue and answer 
questions. The previous meeting 
discussed the need to hire more 
security officers. DeMauro stated 
that the fiscal resources are not there, 
but some more emergency phones 
and the installation of a surveil­
lance camera in the Coussoulis 
Arena. The public safety office is 
short-staffed fcx the possible inci­
dents that could occur in the Arena 
and on the campus, in general. 
Tickets fw CSUSB basketball 
games will now be available in the 
Physical Education equipmentrotxn 
until game time. Students who ar­
rive late f(x the games will be able 
to buy tickets after the game begins 
andcim sit in the student seating 
section. 
Social and Behavioral Sciraces 
q)en fonim and discussed the pros 
and cons of the committee. 
President's Representative, Dr. 
Frank Rincon, encouraged students 
to be very involved in theixocess of 
the committee to heal and educate 
all people on campus to cooperate 
with one another, regardless of eth­
nic background. 
Student-At-Large member 
BrendaGazzarattendedtheLibrary 
Conunittee meeting Feb. 1. A new 
Electronic Research Librarian was 
hired. The Pfau Library received a 
donation of $25,000 from the Of­
fice of Extended Education. This 
money helped to fund the existing 
journal titles for this year. The 
library will have document deliv­
ery which will enable them to ac­
quire journals from local universi­
ties. A lack of funds will definitely 
cut journal titles for next year, ho w-
evCT. 
Dr. Rincon explained that the 
university has a budget deficit due 
to an unexpected level of expendi-
the university become more depen­
dent on its revenue. 
Mr. Bailie resigned as Esctq>e 
Chair and the position was not re­
appointed because the position is 
unnecessary, as the program was 
designed when there was full resi­
dence hall and activities were coor­
dinated for 600 to 7(X) students. 
The Office of Students With 
Disabilities wants to buy a van ac­
cessible to students in wheelchairs. 
They are about $8,000 short. Mr. 
Castillo suggested that the Cham­
ber of Commerce Mixer scheduled 
in May should include a fundraiser 
for the van equipment. 
Additions to positions include: 
Darlene Gabriel asNatural Sciences 
representative to the ASI Board of 
Directors, Margaret Hertz as ASI 
Environmental Chair, Linda 
Qomweil as a Board of Directors 
(BOD) rep to the ASI Finance 
Board, and Eric Pender, Livier 
Martinez, and Francisco Fuentes to 
BOD. 
Come and visit the 
College 
Legal Clinic 
Specializing in family, criminal, 
personal injury, landlord/tenant, 
and other fields of law! 
Call 118 at 880-59361 
We are located In the ASI Suites in the Student Union! 
We are here to help youJIt 
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Fondly remembering 
Judy Killgore 
By Greg Gilbert 
fecial to The Chronicle 
When I found out that the En­
glish Department's secretary, Judy 
Killgore, had passed away, I felt 
more than the loss of a trusted Mend 
and associate, I felt the loss of a 
teacher. Judy was centered in a way 
that I rarely encounter. She was 
kind, goodnatured, and quietly cou-
leeous, not just in her struggle 
with cancer, but in the small every­
day things—the demands of a de-
1 .irtmenl filled with English teach­
ers, the p^>er load, all of our per­
sonal priorities, the last minute pan­
ics and appeals. She handled it all. 
}-lach person, no matter their rank, 
no matter their disposition, was 
given her full attention; she lis­
tened, and she made our concerns 
her own. 
When Judy was diagnosed, the 
English Department poured out its 
love to her. We reached into our 
pockets, and she booked a passage 
to Europe—a wondrous journey for 
herandherhusband. Whileabroad, 
they visited Lourdes, and we 
"It is only shallow 
people who do not 
judge by appearances" 
-Oscar Wilde 
dreamed of miracles that would 
bring her home whole and healthy. 
In the long months that followed 
her return, when her days at work 
grew less frequent, became shwter, 
and finally were nonexistent, we 
waited like children for her to gather 
her strength. We wrote silly and 
witty and touchingly inarticulate 
things on greeting can! after greet­
ing card. We longed for her to 
retumasbefitsafavoritefriend. Of 
course, the loss that now arrives in 
her place is reserved for the living. 
But beyond the loss, a legacy re­
mains, for Judy's good works were 
expressions of something genuine 
and quiet-scmething as simple as 
every day. 
1 mourn Judy's passing, but I 
am not altnie at this campus. She 
tightened all of our lives. In Judy 
we had one person who we all could 
love-together. When we gave her 
that party, the sheet cake, and the 
money for Europe, and when she 
cried and was held in Harry's aims, 
we were in that moment all as inno­
cent as children. Together. 
To Judy's family, please know 
that we loved her and share your 
StMTOW. 
Judy Killgore died Friday, Feb­
ruary 3. Killgore was named Out­
standing Employee of the Year in 
September. She is survived by her 
husband, son, daughter, her sister 
Peggy Kindschy (Admissions) and 
hundredsoffacultyandstafffriends. 
Services were held at Assumption 
Church in San Bernardino on Feb­
ruary?. The School of Humanities 
Office, UH-237, will collect dona­
tions or you can send your check 
directly to the Loma Linda Cancer 
Institute, 11360 Mt. View, Loma 
Linda, CA 92354. Please specify 
breast cancer research in memory 
of Judy Killgore. 
\ The Chronicle 
staff would 
like to ex­
tend our 
deepest 
sympathies 
towards the 
family and 
friends of 
J u d y  K i l l g o r e  
Alpha Kappa Psi: striving For Achievement 
By John BIrdwell 
Chronicle Staff 
The wwd is getting out-Alpha 
K^aPsi is growing! Alpha Kappa 
Psi is the only national co-ed pro­
fessional business fraternity on cam­
pus. It is one of the twenty largest 
fraternities in America, boasting 
over 230 chapters and 140,000 
members. 
The fraternity emphasizes pro­
fessional development of its mem­
bers and the community. Currently, 
Alpha Kappa Psi is working with 
The School of Business and Public 
Administration "Business Partners" 
joint venture with major Inland 
Empire companies to provide men­
tor programs, networking, and em-
]:doyment opportunities fw frater­
nal members. Tbe members of Al-
pba Kappa Psi also enjoy social 
activities which promote develop­
ment. In another role the fraternity 
provides for its members through 
internal awards. For non-members 
they are also hosting open seminars 
with speakers and information on 
opportunities in business. 
For more information call (909) 
880-5439 or drop by the Alpha 
Kappa Psi office in Jack Brown 
Hall, Room 220. 
P R I N C I P L E S  o f  S O U N D  R E T I R E M E N T  I N V E  S T I N G  
. . 
For fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs are 
tax-deferred annuities designed to help build 
additional assets—money that can help make the 
difference between living and living well after your 
working years are over. 
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from 
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your 
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes 
right away. What's more, any earnings on your 
SRAs are also tax-deferred until you receive them 
as income. That can make a big difference in how 
painful your tax bill is every year. 
As the nation's largest retirement system, we 
offer a wide range of allocation choices —from 
TIAA's traditional annuity, with its guarantees of 
principal and interest, to the seven diversified 
investment accounts of CREF s variable annuity. 
What's more, our expenses are veiy low,® which 
means more of your money goes toward improving 
your future financial health. 
To find out more, call our planning specialists at 
1 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA 
information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that 
shows you how much SRAs can lower your taxes. 
Call today—it couldn't hurt. 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.*" 
'Slaii^r^OPoor'.'I'uumner Raima Analyju. 1994; Upper Analytical Services. Inc., Lipp<r.Dircrto>v'AMlyticolDiilii, \9^ (QuiineT\y). <»EF 
certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, 
call 1 800-842-2733. ext. 5509 for a CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send mon^. 
/ 
AIDS no longer a white, 
homosexual, male disease 
photo by QaS Ann Uchwat 
^PRBilAOyOO 199S PAQS 19 
By Corina L Borsuk 
Ad Manager 
Human immunodeficiency vi­
rus and acquired immuno-defi-
ciency syndrome, commonly 
known as HIV and AIDS, were the 
topics of discussion on Thursday, 
February 9 at the Student Union 
Events Center. Naomi Norman 
came to Cal State to discuss the 
facts and myths surrounding HIV 
and AIDS and how it is affecting 
the African American community. 
Her presentation covered aspects 
of HIV and AIDS that are consid­
ered common knowledge and those 
that most people are unaware. 
"AIDS is l^ing African Ameri­
can and Hispanic American 
w(Mnen." This shocking statement 
was uttered by Nacxni Norman when 
she began on the main focus of her 
lecture. "We must erase the mis-
concepticHi that AIDS is a white, 
homosexual male disease." 
African American women are 
the fastest growing group of AIDS 
victims. Of the 350,000 AIDS vic­
tims in the United States today, 
53% axe African Americans and 
56% of that group are women. Fe­
male African American victims are 
on the rise because of the parmers 
they choose and dieir increasing 
drug use. More African Americans 
develope AIDS from HIV due to a 
unique aspect of their culture. Af­
rican Americans tend not to visit a 
doctor or ho.snital until thev are 
exireamly sick. This increases the 
likelyhot^of contracting AIDS and 
further spreading it in the African 
American ccmmunity because Af­
rican Americans who are at high 
risk of being HIV infected will not 
allow go in for testing. Therefore, 
preventive measures cannot be 
started to keep them from passing 
the disease to others or slowing 
their contraction of the AIDS virus. 
There is also very little support for 
HIV and AIDS victims in the Afri­
can American community. 
Norman pointed out that while 
no definite conclusions can be 
drawn about where the HIV virus 
originated, scientists are certain 
about how the virus is contracted. 
HIV cannot be passed from one 
person to another through casual 
contact such as hugging, holding 
hands and kissing. Nor can people 
contract the virus from animals since 
(xily human beings carry and pass 
the HIV virus. People can, how­
ever, become HIV infected through 
unprotected sex, the sharing of 
needles, blood to blood contact with 
another person, being bom to a 
mother who is HIV or AIDS in­
fected, and, though very rarely, 
through cnal sex and blood transfu­
sions. There is only a 1 in 90 
thousand chance of contracting HIV 
from a blood transfusion and blood 
banks currently screen all donated 
bloodfor the HIV virus. Acquiring 
HIV through oral sex is even less 
likely than through a blood transfu­
sion. With only six known cases on 
record officials do not consider this 
a dangerous development, but 
people are warned to take care not 
to have oral sex if they have c^n 
mouth sores. 
Nonnan also discussed the com­
mon misconception that AIDS kills. 
AIDS by itselfdoes not cause death. 
AIDS attacks the bloods* white t-
cells which make up the human 
immune system. Thecmsetof AIDS 
causes a rapid decline in the num­
ber of t-cells from 1500 to 1600 in 
a healthy person to 200 or below in 
a person with full blown AIDS. As 
aresult of the low t-cell count infec­
tions and cancers that are ordinarily 
mild or rare in healthy people take 
the opportunity to infect a person 
weakened by AIDS. It is these 
opportunistic infections that kill 
those who suffer from AIDS. 
Notall people infected with HIV 
develope the AIDS virus. The best 
way to prevent contracting this ter­
rible disease is to take precaution­
ary measures so as not to contract 
HIV. If you are at risk and believe 
you may have the virus you should 
be checked for HIV. Anyone with 
the following symptoms 
should be tested immediately 
for the AIDS virus: lasting 
diarrhea, sore throat, swollen 
glands, rapid weight loss for 
no reason, fatigue, or night 
sweats. 
Free Vaccinations At The Health Center 
From News Services 
Did you know that all new and/ 
or readmitted students bom after 
January 1,1957 must present proof 
of measles and mbella immuniza­
tions, which must have been re­
ceived after you were 15 months of 
age. 
Did you know that if you have 
not submitted proof of these immu­
nizations, there is the possibility 
that a "hold" will be placed on all 
subsequent quarters and your regis­
tration will be consigned to TRAC 
limbo? 
Did you know that you can get 
around all of this hassle by digging 
up your vaccination records and 
tinging them to the Health Cen­
ter? If you can't locate them, the 
Health Center folks will be delighted 
to immunize you—free of charge! 
Our measles clinics mn every 
week—Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and 
Thursdays- 9:00 am to 11:00 am, 
and 3:00 to 4:00 pm. Check your 
records and if you can't find them, 
don't panic. Just C(Hne to the Stu­
dent Health Center; We will take 
care of you just as if you were our 
very own. 
Wouldn't it be wonderful if all 
your university problems were this 
easy to solve? 
Other Services Offered By The CSUSB Health Center 
Smoking Cessation Counseling: The Health Center has techniques to help you 
quit— and stay quit. 
Nutritional Counseling: A variety of services- including Eating Disorders, 
Low Fat, Low Salt, Vegetarian, and Pregnancy / Lactating Diets 
Prescription Fill Service: Low Cost Prescriptions for current CSUSB students 
Public Overdoses on O.J. Simpson 
By Josh Finney 
Special to The Chronicle 
The O. J. Simpson double mur­
der trial seems to have t)een going 
on f(*ever now. Updates on the 
trial have been almost a daily ritual 
to us as we are bombarded with 
endless news briefs and live re­
ports. Its dominance as a major 
news stOTy is overwhelming and 
pervades nearly all sources of print 
and broadcast journalism. But to 
many, the so-called "trial of the 
century" has become more of a big 
annoyance of the century. America 
has had an overdose of O. J. and 
they want out. 
"It's boring," complains 
Brendan Finney. "It [the trial] has 
too much media coverage going on 
with it and it [stinks]." 
Brendan, 13, isastudentofUni-
versity Heights Middle School. He 
has taken a special disliking to the 
constant coverage of the Simpson 
hearings. 
"It's annoying," Brendan ex­
plains. "Just because he's some 
sports star, they put him on TV and 
just like pay so much attention to 
him." 
According to Brendan, he 
doesn't know if O. J. will receive a 
fair trial or not, nor does be have an 
opinion concerning the role of race 
in the court case. For all intensive 
purposes, he doesn't know and 
doesn't care about any of the major 
issues linked to the Simpson case. 
When asked how the trial has 
affected his life, Brendan was quick 
to respond. 
"Well it like [stinks] that like all 
the TV shows are off and they've 
got to pay all this attention to this 
[dam] O. J. It's really annoying," 
Brendan said. 
In fact, much of the coverage of 
the Simpson trial has conflicted with 
Brendan's television viewing 
hours, which run during the 
afternoon when he comes 
home from school. Programs 
like the "Animaniacs," one of 
his favcMite shows, often get 
interrupted by instant live cov­
erage of the trial. 
"1 just want it to be over," 
Brend^ says in frustration, 
shaking his bead. "Tlie case is 
just like really boring and the 
only thing that matters tome is 
like when they get it over." 
And in many ways, it is 
safe to say Brendan's outlook 
on the Simpson trial is an ac­
curate reflection of how 
America's youth feel about a 
news stOTy that has long worn 
out its welcome to the air­
waves, or at least to young 
viewers. 
Don't Be Fooled 
By "Claims" 
About Quality. 
Glasses may look alike. But they're not. 
Some places use factory second frames and skimp on lens 
materials. Then they call them a "bargain." 
Our frames and lenses are the finest quality available. That's 
why we'll back them with an exclusive two-year warranty. 
Other places make claims about quality, but why do you 
supp)ose they don't offer a warranty like that? 
• Huge Selection of the Latest Eyewear and Sunglasses 
• New Thinner, Lightweight Lenses 
T Invisible No-Line Bifocals and Trifocals 
T State-of-the-Art Vision and Eye Health Testing 
• EXCLUSIVE TWO-YEAR EYEOLASS WARRANTY 
• DAILY, EVENING AND WEEKEND HOURS 
• MEDICARE AND INSURANCE ACCEPTED 
• LOIV MONTHLY PAYMENT OPTIONS AVAILABLE 
(5)an Beraardino 
m 1110 E. Highland Ave. • SAN BERNARDINO 
^ 886-4766 
"Total Commitment to Your Vision Health" 
Student Crowned Runner Up in "Miss California Hispanic Pageant 
_ - - J VT toVp 
CFBWfAPygg lOO^ THf CHRONICLE 
By Audra D. Alntander 
Copy editor 
Ericka Nunez, a student at Cal 
Slate San Bernardino, was crowned 
first runner up in the "Miss Califor­
nia Hispanic Pageant" on February 
4,1995. Nunez, a sophomore Com­
munications major, felt that the pag­
eant was, "just something I had to 
do." 
Bom in Escondido, California, 
Nunez is the oldest of three chil­
dren. "I felt I had to be a respon­
sible role model by showing them 
(her younger siblings) that educa­
tion is important. My father always 
told me that no matter what it was I 
wanted to do, I could always do it." 
Involvement and dedication are 
also important to Nunez. Her in­
volvements have included Service 
Chair for Circle K, Intemalional 
Students Association Social Co-
Chair, Vice President of the Serrano 
Village Association, V ice-President 
of the Unify Club, and being an 
Upward Bound tutor. Nunez is also 
a two year active member of Alpha 
Delta Pi, the oldest campus sorority 
which claims the highest CPA rate. 
Nunez' aspirations are to ob­
tain a degree in Conununicatimis 
with a certificate in Marketing, and 
to work for Univision, a Spanish 
Language Cable Television Station. 
She came one step closer to that 
goal on February 4th. 
Norma Roque, a telecaster from 
Univision, hosted the "Miss Cali-
fomia Hispanic Pageant." Roque 
was excited to hear Nunez's plans, 
and gave her business cards and 
telephone numbers to get in touch 
with the station. Nunez hopes this 
will get her closer to her career 
goals of becoming a public rela­
tions specialist for the company. 
Short term goals for Nunez in­
cluded "participating and placing 
in the (Miss California Hispanic) 
pageant." The competition con­
sisted of over 120 ^ifls who were 
nominated by anonymous sources. 
Nunez was in the second division 
of the pageant, and also won the 
speech portion of the competition. 
The other two segments of the pag­
eant were based on talent, in which 
Nunez sang "Todo mi Corazon 
(With All My Heart)," and the 
evening gown competition. Nunez 
Ericka Nunez, mnnerup to Miss 
California Hispanic 
felt, that the evening gown segment 
was the "scariest thing I've ever 
done." She knew that having cere­
bral palsy would restricther chances 
atshowing off a "model walk." But 
her walk obviously did not hold her 
back-later on in the evening she 
was crowned first runner-up and 
winner of the speech competition. 
Communications professor Jim 
Eller Jr., feels that Nunez deserved 
the title. "She's one of my heroes. 
She has that inner core of strength 
to rise and deal with problems." 
Eller, whom Nunez believes is one 
of the most influential faculty mem­
bers on campus, stated that, "She 
doesn't bring people down. She 
lifts them up. You see beyond the 
disability." 
Eller first encountered Nunez 
during the STEP program at 
CSUSB. The program was created 
to help students who were unpre­
pared for college or came from dis­
advantaged backgrounds. Nunez 
came to CSUSB because she felt 
she would be more respectedby 
"doing it on (her) own." Nunez felt 
that, "A lot of times people think, 
T'm poor' or 'I'm short', and they 
see little obstacles. What they don't 
realize is that they're in the land of 
opportunity and they can't take it 
for granted.' 
Nunez's sponsors didn't take 
her dedication for granted, how­
ever. The monetary sponsoring of 
Nunez became a kind of commu­
nity effortformany CSUSB people. 
She knew one week before the pag­
eant that she would be able to enter, 
and was short the $2(X) necessary to 
apply. Sigma Chi, Delta Sigma 
Phi. and Sigma Phi Epsilon were 
the fraternities collectively in­
volved, and others included vari­
ous people from the Educational 
Opportunity Program, the Upward 
BoundTutor program, the Servicer 
for Students with Disabilities Pro­
gram, and a host of other friends. 
Nunez feels that,"a pageant is 
the best thing for your ego. It puts 
your confidence on the line and 
makes you feel like your in a box­
ing match all day long." 
Nunez's current plans include 
various speaking engagments at 
churches and other events in order 
to encourage young people to attain 
their dreams no matter how high 
their goals may be. 
What Is OBE and Why Is It So Controversial To Educators? 
rw, , onH Wachinotnn accountablewecanoreoareourchil-
From New Servicet 
During the controversy sur­
rounding the California Learning 
Assessment System (CLAS) test, 
opponents of CLAS accused the 
Department of Education of 
dumbing down academic standards 
by using Outcome Based Educa­
tion (OBE). In schools and legisla­
tures across the nation, OBE is caus­
ing controversy. It has become a 
"dirty word" to parents and conser­
vatives, but that was not always the 
case. 
Outcome Based Education in 
its traditional form was a good idea 
grounded in the premise that aca­
demic success is measured by what 
children actually learn, not how 
much money is spent on teaching 
them. Traditional OBE attempted 
to hold individuals, schools, and 
school systems accountable for what 
the children learn. It did this by 
establishing content standards 
which specify what students should 
know and be able to do, perfor­
mance standards that set achieve­
ment levels specifying what depth 
of knowledge is required, and test­
ing instruments that measure 
whether children are actually learn­
ing what they are supposed to. 
Outcome Based Education first 
gained widespread attention in 1989 
when President Bush and the Na­
tional Governors' Association met 
in Virginia at an Education Summit 
to set national education goals or 
"outcomes." The fundamental idea 
behind these goals was building a 
system of accountability that fo­
cused on results not red tape. OBE 
gave us an alternative to focusing 
on inputs-per-pupil funding and 
teacher-to-student ratios-to mea­
sure success in education. It al­
lowed us to focus on outcomes and 
find the answer to the questions: 
Are our students learning what we 
want them to? Do they have the 
skills necessary to compete in the 
job market? It established account­
ability for our children's learning 
which is sorely missing in today's 
educational establishment. 
Unfortunately for our children, 
the OBE fad that is now sweeping 
4he country is not the traditional 
OBE that was endorsed by Presi­
dent Bush and the National Gover­
nors' Association. Transforma­
tional OBE, a mutated form of tra­
ditional OBE, focuses on outcomes 
that emphasize values, altitudes and 
behaviors which often reflect po­
litically and ideologically "correct" 
positions. Academic standards are 
of secondary importance childrens' 
thought processes and beliefs. 
Transformational OBEhas its roots 
in educational progressivism and 
strives to create a new social order. 
The CLAS test was a perfect 
example of the use of transforma­
tional OBE. CLAS test questions 
asked students for their thoughts 
and feelings and asked them to imag­
ine what a particular character in a 
story was feeling. In no way did 
CLAS measure the academic 
achievement of our children. In­
stead it sought to measure whether 
our children were learning politi­
cally coirect attitudes. Ultimately, 
CLAS was defeated because of the 
absence of substantive academic 
standards. 
Similar attempts to institute 
statewide curriculum and testing 
instruments espousing transforma­
tional OBE can be found in Iowa, 
Ohio, Virginia, and ashington. 
In Ohio, ill-defined goals, such as 
fimctioning as a "responsible fam­
ily member", were proposed. 
Virginia's goals, which were ulti­
mately withdrawn, required stu­
dents to be fulfilled individuals, 
supportive peq>le, lifelong learn­
ers, expressive contributors, qual­
ity workers, informed citizens, and 
environmental stewards. In all of 
these states, the outrage expressed 
by parents over the vague and value-
dominated curriculum helped to de­
feat OBE reform. 
Transformational OBE in any 
form is bad for our children and 
should be vigorously opposed wher-
everitis proposed. H()wever, there 
is no reason why traditional OBE 
cannot be implemented. Wilhdefi-
nite outcomes that are standards-
driven, results-centered and highly-
 le   p p   ­
dren to live and compete in the 
future workforce. Standards must 
be rigorous yet attainable and deal 
with core academic areas not be­
liefs, values and attitudes. Finally, 
to be effective, there must be re­
wards for meeting the standards 
and punishmentsfor failing. If there 
are no consequences-positive or 
negative- there will be no incen­
tive for children to meet the stan-
HarAs and thus gain an education. 
Witwers Of The Bookstore's 
"Guess theNvmber of Hearts" 
Vakntiue's Day Contest Are: 
Kathy Davis- Teddy Bear 
Steven Jonkiewicz—camera 
Sonja Thomas— Sony Head -
phones 
AIM HIGH WITH AIR FORCE ROTC: 
• GUARANTEED SALARY 
• JOB SECURITY 
• ADVENTURE 
• TRAVEL 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT 
CSUSB AIR FORCE ROTC 
CAPTAIN ANDREPONT 
(909) 880-5440 
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Professor Polcyn is buggin' out 
By Gail Ann Uchwat 
Chronicle staff 
pheto by GAI Ann Uchwat 
This year is the seventh year of teaching 
at California State University San Bernar­
dino for associate professor, David Polcyn, 
Ph.D., who specializes in physiological ecol­
ogy. As a native Califomian, he is very 
familiar with the desert and appreciates its 
affect on living organisms. An expert ento­
mologist, Polcyn has been called upon many 
times by local, state and fecteral government, 
as well as chemical companies. 
Dr. Polcyn is conducting 
ongoing research into the ther­
mal ecology and temperature 
adaptation in desert insects. 
He also probes the effects of 
malathion spraying on the to­
tal insect populations. 
"I have always had a fond­
ness for 'bugs'". Polcyn said, 
"In reality, I think they're im­
portant". He explained that 
insects play an impcHtant roll 
in the world of living things-
as pollinators, as foodfcr other 
organisms and as pred^c^ of 
other insects. The fact thar Polcyn. phystohghal 
there are more insects on the ^ogy specialist at CSUSB 
earth than any other living thing makes them 
important And we understand very little 
about them. You'll find that there are very 
few animals active in the desert in the middle 
of the summer. Most animak totally avoid 
the desert during the hot dry months. Those 
present usually are active at night or they 
estivate (a form of summertime hibematitxi). 
Animals tend to avoid the extreme conditions 
because their physiological constraints won't 
allow them to be active during the extreme 
heat." 
"But the one exception to that is the 
insect. At least some groups of insects are 
active, all day in the middle of the desert 
through even the hottest months. So I picked 
the hottest en vironment I could find, right out 
by Death Valley, where we have a lab, and 1 
work on dragonflies," said Dr. Polcyn. He 
explained that they're active during the sum­
mer, flying all day long. Right, a very 
expensive activity, generates a large amount 
of beat. A dragonfly flying in the middle of 
summer in that region has a body tempera-
tureofabouill8-120degrees. Thatthesame 
species here in San Bernardino, die at those 
temperatures. "So I picked these things that 
were doing the most extreme activity, at the 
worst time, and I've spent about the last 
fifteen years studying them. Doing other 
things as well, looking at other groups of 
organisms too, but mainly focusing on the 
dragonfly," he stated. 
Individual species of dragonflies haven't 
ad^ted to the heat, just distinct desert popu­
lations have adapted. Why? And how? "The 
thrust of my wok now is 
looking at how they do it. 
I'm going down to the 
level of the molecular 
chemistry that makes 
them up. As I move into 
more and more molecu­
lar analysis, it gets more 
and more expensive. So 
I'm writing grantpropos-
als to various agencies, 
trying to get the $100-
$200,000necessary to do 
the scope of work that 
I'm looking at." 
Dr. Polcyn has pub­
lished consideitd)le ma­
terial in Ecological Journals. His latest pub­
lication was in "Functional Ecology." 
In addition to a heavy teaching load, and 
^ysiological insect research. Dr. Polcyn 
spends a great deal of time with community 
and local political groups, working with 
county boanls of supervisors, mayors, and 
city councils. Providing them with informa­
tion, so that they can make better arguments 
at different levels of the state and judicial 
systems. 
The American Chemical Society asked 
Polcyn to sit on a panel to evaluate the way 
California was using malathion. This lead to 
a series of debates that he, as an expert 
entomoligist, was involved in. 
May 5,1995, Polcyn was a member of a 
panel, in Washington D.C., for a bearing 
before the Subcc»nmittee of Department Op­
erations and Nutrition of the CcHnmittee on 
Agriculture House of Representatives, con­
cerning the MediterraneanFruitRy Eradica­
tion program. 
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Governor's Budget Calls 
for Four Year Pledge 
From News Services 
While the CSU did not receive the fund­
ing it requested for 1995/96, nevertheless the 
system did secure a 2.7 percent increase plus 
a four-year funding compact from the gover­
nor that calls for an average 4 percent budget 
increase each of the next three years, accord­
ing to Richard West, vice chancellor for 
business and finance. 
The system is slated to receive $1.6 bil­
lion frcHn the General Fund, up from the 
$1.55 billion received in 1994/95. The 
governor's budget also calls for a 1 percent 
average enrollment growth each of the next 
four years. In exchange for the funding 
increases, the system agreed to strengthen 
undergraduate education; improve the time it 
takes a student to graduate, including in four 
years if so desired; and improve coordination 
with the University of California and com­
munity colleges. 
In his budget message, the governor said, 
"Now that the state's resources have begun to 
improve, investmentin higher educationmust 
be renewed." Executive Vice Chancellor 
Molly Corbett Broad said the system "has 
tumedacomerby securing the four-yearplan 
for the governor." 
Chancellor Barry Munitz said the 
governor's four-year compact provides the 
system with a "longer term stable dollar 
picture" that will allow the system to plan 
better for the future of the campuses and 
students. 
The increased revenue will be used for 
mandatory costs such as lease bond pay­
ments, opening new buildings and benefits 
maintenance, as well as an average 2.5 per­
cent compensation increase, hiring new fac­
ulty to teach the additional students, special 
repairs, libraries, equipment and decreasing 
the student/faculty ratio. Funds will be set 
aside for the new CSU Monterey Bay cam­
pus; for higher enrollment at CSU San Marcos; 
and for the California Maritime Academy. 
While the trustees' request for additional 
funds from the state to offset a 10 percent fee 
increase were not received, trustees and the 
chancellor said they will continue to discuss 
the issue with state lawmakers. Lt. Gov. 
Gray Davis, who is an ex officio member of 
the Board of Trustees and who was attending 
his first meeting as a new trustee, cautioned 
the board that the governor's budget may not 
pass intact through the Legislature. He also 
called on the board to develop more inirova-
tive ways to apfroach the fee issue so fees do 
not go up annually. 
Trustee Bill Hauck told Davis that "there 
is no sentiment on this board for raising 
fees... (but) finding alternative sources of 
funds is not easy thing to do." Trustee Ron 
Cedillos said that the board has "labored for 
several years to find alternates to increasing 
fees." Citing his tenn as state controller, 
Davis said he would be willing to serve on 
any committee to study fee alternatives. He 
will meet with Molly Broad and Chair Jim 
Considine about the matter. 
Applications Sought for Post Doctorals 
From Nows Services 
DELMYS 
-O® 
Best Subs In Town" 
Now Open Til 10! 
The National Research Council an­
nounces the 1195 Resident, Cooperative and 
Postdoctoral Research Associateship Pro­
grams to be conducted on behalf of federal 
agencies or research institutions whose 120 
participating research laboratories are located 
throughout the United States. The programs 
provide opportunities for Ph.D. scientists and 
engineers of unusual promise and ability to 
perf(xm research on problems largely of their 
own choosing yet compatible with the re­
search interests of the sponsoring laborat(xy. 
Initiated in 1954, the Associateship Programs 
have contributed to the career development 
of over 7000 scientists ranging firom recent 
Ph.D. recipients to distinguished senior sci­
entists. 
Approximately 400 new full-time 
Associateships will be awarded on a com­
petitive basis in 1995 for research in: Chem­
istry; Earth and Atmospheric Sciences; Engi­
neering, Applied Sciences and Computer 
Science; Life, Medical, and Behavioral Sci­
ences; Mathematics; Space and Planetary 
Sciences; and Physics. Most of the programs 
lare open to both U.S. and 
non-U.S. nationals, and to 
:SUS1 Ngohpukj.. 
j Any Regular 6" or 12" Sub I "T^Gaansr—tir 
' Dalmy's 
(DeliverlN 
j w/ coupon, not good w/ any Other offer • 
^ 1'V;7 KANHALF Hp FOOQL AAO ^tudcitt DiSCOUflt |pends for recent Ph.D.'s for 
L^ ^ -T j the 1995 program yearrange 
I both recent Ph.D. recipients 
* and senior investigators. 
I Awards are made for (Hie 
I or two years, renewable for 
I a maximum of three years; 
• senitM^ applicants who have 
.held the doctorate at least 
•five years may request 
I shorter periods. Annu^sti-
firom $30,000 to $45,000depending upon the 
sponsoring laboratory, and will be apprc^-
ately higher fcff senior Associates. 
Financial support is provided for allow­
able relocation expenses and for limited pro­
fessional travel during duration of the award. 
The host laboratory provides the Associate 
with programmatic assistance including fa­
cilities, support services, necessary equip­
ment, and travel necessary for the conduct of 
the approved research program. 
Applications submitted directly to the 
National Research Council are accepted on a 
continuous basis throughout the year. Those 
postmarked no later than January 15 will be 
reviewed in February, by April 15 in June, 
and by August 15 in October. Initial awards 
will be announced in March and April-July 
and November for the two later competi­
tions-followed by awards to alternate candi­
dates later. 
Information on specific research oppor­
tunities and participating federal laborato­
ries, as well as application materials, may be 
obtained from the: 
National Research Council 
Associateship Programs (TJ 2094/Dl) 
2102 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20418 
Fax: (202) 334-2759 
, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
•" The State Of The Economy" Panel, • 
• sponsored by the Economics De-» 
•partment, will take place Wednes-* 
• day, February 22,1995 at 12 noon In * 
• the Sycamore Room In the Lower* 
'Commons. Guest Speakers will be* 
• Eric Nilsson, Tom Pierce, and Nancy • 
•Rose. • 
I 
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CSUSB Alumni Authors honored as 
part of Homecoming Festivities 
By John Birdwell 
Chronicl0 Staff 
The campus library stretched 
its new wing with an q)ening hon­
oring CSUSB Alumni Authors as a 
Homecoming event This affair was 
the first of its kind to be held in the 
Special Collections Reading Room. 
Four alumni authOTs; Sondra Ander-
son-Heimark, Paul DeMeo, 
Michael Reaves, and Linda 
Stockham gave a panel discussion 
on their successes since graduation 
followed by a reception. 
William Aguilar, Vice Presi­
dent of Information Resources and 
Technology introduced the panel. 
At present there are thirty-five pub­
lished authors who are Alumni of 
CSUSB with over one-hundred 
titles to their combined credit. The 
variety of these writings include 
music, plays, comics, as well as 
novels and screen plays. 
One of the more esoteric forms 
of writing was presented by panel­
ist Sondra Anderson-Heimaric. Uei 
specialty is relaxation and self hyp­
nosis tapes. Having gone to CSUSB 
for psychology and sociology she 
continued into the mental health 
field. After some time running a 
privide busiiiess as a licensed pro-
fesaonai social wcnker she found 
that most of her patients were in 
need of help with stress manage-
menL As mi experiment she wrote 
and produced some tapes geared 
toward beting pec^le with these 
probtems. The tapes were such a 
suixess that she is now swamped 
with distributing them and is look­
ing for a professional distributer to 
help. 
Anotberponelist, Paul DeMay o, 
writes foramwe down home audi­
ence. With credits such as Warner 
Brothers' series' The Flash and 
Human Targ^ and Paramount's 
series V^ier, his works are seen on 
TV as screen plays. Feature-length 
movies ate also cm-his credit list 
Most of these have been science-
fictkm oriented with the most popu­
lar being The Rodceieers. Presently 
he is working on a movie based on 
the comic beros the Fantastic Four. 
He does not work alone, though; 
co-author Damiey Bilson and Paul 
DeMayo both graduated from 
CSUSB in 1978 and have spent a 
l^olific carrier collaborating on 
CAMPUS 
CALENDAR 
Continued from page 2 
WOMEN»S HISTORY MONTH 
VIDEO SERIES:'lite Water for 
Chocolate (ComoAguaPara Choco' 
late).** In Spanish with English sub­
titles. Women's Resource & Adult 
Re-Entry Center, 12 Noon. 
Tuesday, March ir 
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S 
DAY CELEBRATION - Student 
Union Courtyard. Programs and en­
tertainment idl day. 
ART EXHIBITUnne Kellogg. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En-
Uy Center, 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
CONCERT: CSUSB JAZZ EN­
SEMBLE - Andy Qeaves, Con­
ductor. Recital Hall, 8:15 p.m. Ad­
mission: $3 students, staff & seniors, 
$5 General. 
WORKSHOPtioA Search with Re­
sults, with Paul Esposito, Jr., Coor­
dinator, Placement Services, Career 
Development Center. Career Devel­
opment Center, University Hall, 
Room 324,6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. Free to 
students and CSUSB Alumni Assn. 
members. 
NON-TRADITIONAL STU­
DENTS'PROJECT- Regularmeet-
ing. Women's Resource & Adult Re-
Entry Center. Two meetings: 2p.in. 
- 3 p.m., 6 p.m. - 7 p.m. 
SOFTBALLtCSUSB v. BIOLA 
UNIV. SofibaU Field, 2:30 p.m. 
\ \  edntsdaw Mardt  K 
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MEN'S 
SUPPORTGROUP-Regular meet­
ing. Student Union Multicultural 
Center 5 p.in. - 6 p.m. 
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 
GROUP - Regular meeting. 
Women's Resource A Adult Re-En­
try Center, 11 a-m. - 12 Noon. 
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE -
ProvidedbyvDlunteeisfirom CSUSB 
Accounting Assn. Bring W-2 forms, 
year's retmns and IRS forms 
mailed to you. Jack Brown Hall, 
Romn 141,3 p-m. - 6 p.nL Free. 
GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL 
UNION - Regular meeting. Pine 
Room, Lowor Commons, 6 p.m. 
WOMEN'S EMPOWERMENT 
GROUP - Regular meeting. 
Women's Resource & Adult Re-En-
try CcDtCT, 11 ajn. -12 noon. 
FRENCH TABLE CLUB - Regu­
lar TTi«»^^g KneRoom, Low^ Com­
mons, 12 Nomi. 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
ASSN. - R^olar n»eting. Univer­
sity Hall, Room 249. 
many of these projects. Paul 
DeMayo says that his writing is for 
pure entertainment and that, "(I) 
really love my work, most of the 
time." 
Though playwright Linda 
Stockham graduated from UCSB 
you can still find her on campus 
making aliving as a secretary. Most 
of her plays have been written for 
college and universities. She says 
that she prefers the academic 
wwld's, "openness to ideas," over 
the professional community's atti­
tude. She has written one jxofes-
sional play Summer Stalk. Since 
1991 she has written eight plays, 
seven of which have been produced. 
Her latest play, which will be pre­
sented on campus in the University 
Hall room 106 March 3,1995. This 
play Fragments addresses one of 
the questions that she is asked the 
most about writing, "Where do you 
get your Ideas from." 
Emmy Award winning Mickael 
Reaves caped the speeches with an 
outrageously funny account of his 
credits and history. He admitted 
that the reason he went to college 
was to avoid the draft. Now with 
over two hundred teleplays and ten 
novels to his credits he is glad that 
he fmished college. Shows that he 
has written fa* include Star Trek 
the New Generation .The Flash, 
The Real Ghost Busters, and 
Batman the Animated Series. 
Mickael Reaves commented that 
be enjoys animation because in live 
action if you want something spec­
tacular to happen you need a big 
budget, but in animation you can do 
anything. Mickael Reaves has 
dabbled in a wide variety of medi­
ums including his resent rock video 
dialogue for Megadeath. When 
asked why he writes Mickael 
Reaves said, "I just write to enter­
tain, and I write what 1 like." 
The Alumni Aulhcffs presenta­
tion was very inspiring. It is uplift­
ing to know that such talented people 
have come out of CSUSB. As 
Mickael Reaves commented, "Go 
for what you want." This presenta­
tion was a definite inspiration to 
reach for the stars. Now that the 
Special Collections Reading Room 
has hosted one inspiring presenta­
tion we can look forward to mcxe in 
the future. 
Coincidences in Deaths 
of Two Presidents Eerie 
It's the time of year that we celebrate the Presidents' 
birthdays, and in that spirit, it might be Interesting to look 
at the coincidences between the assassinations of two 
of those Presidents: Abraham Lincoln and John F. 
Kennedy. 
1) Both Lincoln and Kennedy were concerned with 
civil rights. 
2) Lincoln was elected President in 1860, Kennedy in 
1960. 
3) Both were slain on a Friday, in the presence of their 
wives. 
4) Both were shot from behind and in the head. 
5) They were both succeeded by Southern Demo­
crats named Johnson, who held seats in the U.S. 
Senate. 
6) Andrew Johnson was born in 1808, Lyndon Johnson 
in 1908. 
7) John Wilkes Booth was born in 1839. Lee Harvey 
Oswald was born in 1939. 
8) Booth and Oswald were Southerners favoring 
unpopular ideas. 
9) Both Presidents tost children through death while 
in the White House. 
10) President Lincoln's secretary, whose name was 
Kennedy, advised him not to go to the theater. 
11) Kennedy's secretary, whose name was Lincoln 
(Evelyn), advised him not to make the trip to Dallas. 
12) John Wilkes Booth shot Lincoln in a theater and 
ran to a warehouse. 
13) Lee Harvey Oswald shot Kennedy from a ware­
house and ran to a theater. 
14) The names Lincoln and Kennedy each contain 
seven letters. 
15) The names Andrew Johnson and Lyndon Johnson 
each contain 13 letters. 
16) Both Johnsons were opposed for re-election by 
men whose names start with "G." 
17) Both assassins were killed before they could be 
brought to trial. 
To place your canfi-
pus event in The 
Chronicle Calendar, 
call 880-5931, or 
drop a written mes­
sage In the Manilla 
envelope outside of 
UH 201.09 
Bridal Gala 
at the 
Mission inn 
3649 Seventh St. Riverside 
Sunday February 26th 9am-6pm 
Admission: $7.00 
* Fashion Shows 8c Mock Weddings 
•$ 1,000.00's in Prizes 8c drawings 
" Photographers * Florists 
• Entertainers * Transportation 
Wedding Express 
1 (800') 3 WEDDING 
A C/7ron/c/e Exclusive: An Interview 
with Student Artist Stephanie Love 
THECHRONICIF PAGE 23 
photo by: Gail Ann Uchwat 
"Obsess'ive-Compulsive''-another piece that was on display at 
the Women's Resource Center in January. Love describes this 
work as being "Bound and Wrapped in Words" 
By Shannon Burns 
Chronicle Staff 
Stephanie Love is an Art major 
and mother of two who currently 
has an exhibit at the Women's Re­
source Center. She graduates in 
June. 
photo by: Gail Ann Uchwat 
This is one of the pieces that w 
Women's Resource Center. 'A 
Stephanie Love describes as "i 
Bums: "How did you get you're 
start?" 
Love: "As an artist? I can't remem­
ber, I was tiny. It doesn't have 
beginning. 
Bums: "Doyouhaveanydegrees?" 
Love: "I'm going for my B.A. de­
gree in art with a painting empha­
sis. 
; on display in January at the 
Tied Up" is a work that 
y Sexual Imagery' 
"Although I make lots of dif­
ferent types of objects. Then I'll go 
on for my master's degree. I'm 
^plying to four schools: Claremont, 
UC San Diego, Ait Center and Gal 
State Long Beach." 
Bums: "What inspires you to do art 
in general?" 
Love: " I like so much looking at 
art looking at other peoples stuff. 
that it makes me want to also make 
meaningful objects. Because I get 
so much out of it looking at it my­
self. 
Bums: "What inspires you the most 
to make a certain piece?" 
Love: "I really don't think of it as 
inspiration, it's more like at wwk. 
You know you get up in the mom-
ing and you go to work. Actually 
what happens is I get ideas from 
previous work.I'll be working on 
one piece and I'll think, 'well there's 
an aspect of this I can explore even 
further in some other piece.' and 
either I do or I don't. It [inspiration] 
doesn't come out of the sky, it's in 
the work." 
Bums: " So this is a continuing 
process for you?" 
Love: "Yes." 
Bums: "So they're all connected?" 
Love: "They are all connected." 
Bums: " When you look at these 
pieces, what feelings do they in­
voke in you? 
Love: "They're all different and 
rather than emotions I look at them 
as problems and whether I solved it 
well or not, what part of it worked 
and what part didn't. What I can use 
in future work and what makes 
me think 'God, I'll never do that 
again!'. 
Bums: "Are you very critical of 
your self?" 
Love: "I'm getting better at recog­
nizing when something works. I'm 
critical in evaluating a piece and 
different aspects of it." 
I would like to encourage ev-
erycme to go to the Wcmien's Re­
source Center and view Stephanie's 
work. My favorite piece was "Ob­
sessive-Compulsive. Go check it 
out and discover the work of 
Stephanie Love. 
Applications are now avaiP 
able for the positions of 
Editor-in-Chief and Advertis­
ing Manager for The 
Chronicle. Those interestec 
should see Cathy Miller In 
V UH201.08. J 
Three ways to 
beat the nigh 
cost of college. 
1. The Montgomery CI Bill 
2. Student loan repayment 
3. Part-time income 
The Army Reserve Alternate 
Training Progr<im is a smart way to pay 
for college. 
First, if you qualify, the 
Montgomery GI Bill can provide you 
with up to S6,840 for current college 
expenses or approved vo/tech training. i 
Second, if you have—or obtain—a | 
qualified student loan not in default, you i 
may get it paid off at the rate of 15% per 
yearorS5(X),whicheverisgreater,upto : 
amaximumof$10,000. Selected military 
skills can double that maximum. 
Third, you can earn part-time 
money in college, and here's how it 
works: One summer you take Basic 
Training, and the next summer you 
receive skill training at an Army school 
Youll earn over $1,500 for Basic and 
even more for sl^ training. Then you'll 
attend monthly meetings at an Army 
Reserve unit near your college, usually 
one weekend a month plus two weeks a 
year. You11bepaidover$105aweekend 
to start. It's worth thinking about Give 
us a call: 
909-885-5664 
BE ALL YOU CAN BEf 
ARMY RESERVE 
London $169* 
Paris $195* 
Frankfurt $225* 
Costa Rica $269* 
Rio De Janeiro $345 * 
New York $149* 
Miami $149* 
'Fafe$ are each wwy from Lcs Argcles based on 
nxndtrip purchase. Resfrictians ap^ and taxes are 
not induded. Call fix other worldwide destinatkxis. 
CouncD Travel 
Euraiipasses 
issued on-the-spoti 
$$$ NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
BiUioHsoL dollars in available 
education funds go un';laimed each 
yeai bet^use students dont 
know when to find it or hew to 
apply.Computer Services 
can help you. For a free 24 hr. 
record message call: 
<909) 864-8944 ext.112 
"Financial Aid forCoU^e** 
* ScfaoUnhips 
* FcUowNiips or Grams 
* latcniihips 
* Loam 
*Cooperativ« work-itudy programs 
Computerized Report 
No GPA-lacome or age R^uiroownU 
Guaranteed matches 
DAILY 
LUNCH SPECIAL 
Except Sat. 
Hours: 
II :00AM-9:00PM 
MON - SAT 
Tha^ i PIACC 
FINE THAI-CHINESE FOOD 
DINE IN - CARRY OUT 
887-7644 
1689 W. KEWDALL DR. (BEHinO EL POLLO LOCO) 
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Because Stuff happens 
*Hey this is corporate America- We have to keep it clean. 
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